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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

Through the years there have been periodic exposures of widespread 

cheating on college campuses. The nationwide scandal at West Point in 

Augustt 1951, in which 90 cadets of the United States Military Academy 

were expelled for cheating during examinations is one example. More 

recently w'ithin the military academies, some 109 Air Force Academy 

cadets were involved in a cheating scandal with the result that they 

resigned their appointmentso This happened in January, 1965, and 

despite the fact that two months after he enters the academy each cadet 

is bound by the honor code which states~ 11 l~e will not lie, steal or 

cheat~ or tolerate among us anyone who doeso" The widespread publicity 

given the incident and the punishment inflicted did not apparently deter 

cheating, since two years later, in February, 1967, 33 more cadets 

resigned for cheating. 

To what extent is cheating practiced on the American college cam-

pus? Are these isolated incidents occurring only in military academies, 
\ 

or is there widespread cheating taking place at most, if not all, 

American colleges? If we can accept the findings of most researchers, 

and the impressions of many outstanding educators, we have a real prob-

lem facing us with the incidence of college cheatingo Professor Philip 

E. Jacob (23, po 23) of the University of Pennsylvania stated in 1957, 
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II Frequent cheating is admitted by 40 per cent or more at a large number 

of colleges, often with no apology or sense of wrong doing. 11 A 

questionnaire given college students by Hendricks (19, pp. 413-414) 

revealed that 57 per cent of those questioned had cheated, and 75 per 

cent of the seniors admitted to having cheated at some time during 

their college career. Dr. Edward D. Eddy, Jr., v'ice president of the 

University of New Hampshire, told a discussion group of the American 

Council on Education that cheating "has become a part of the student 

culture--it 1 s taken for granted" (12, p. 58). The exposure of college 

cheating made by Jerome Ellison (12, p. 57) in January, 1960, entitled 

"American Disgrace: College Cheating," revealed that cheating is 

almost universally practiced, and "Institutions where large-scale, 

organized cheating has not been known are a small minority." Investi

gation of college cheating by William J<. Bowers (7, p. 193) indicated 

that at least 50 per cent of students he investigated admitted to 

having cheated since coming to college. 

There is little doubt that cheating ccinst1tutes one of the most 

serious moral and social problems on college campuses. 

Background of the Problem 

The most recent and most exhaustive study of college cheating was 

undertaken by William J, Bowers (7) at the Bureau of Applied Social 

Research, Columbia University. The study was completed in December, 

1964, and was entitled Student Dishonesty and its Control.:!.!!_ College. 

This research was financed under the Cooperative Research Program of 

the Office of Education, U. S. Department of Health, Education and 

Welfare, It involved over 800 colleges and universities, and the 



findings were based on information gathered from deans, student body 

presidents, and students on the various campuses. 
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Some 5000 students reported on their attitudes and experiences 

with cheating at their colleges, The report itself deals with the 

prevalence of academic dishonesty; the characteristics of college stu

dents who cheat; why some colleges have more cheating than others, and 

some methods for dealing with the problem. Some of the more signifi

cant findings are: (1) cheating is prevalent on the American college 

campus; (2) the magnitude of the problem is grossly underestimated by 

members of the campus community; (3) only a small proportion of those 

who cheat are caught, and even then the punishment is rather lenient; 

(4) most students feel cheating is wrong on moral grounds; (5) academic 

performance is only a minor factor in cheating; (6) students who value 

the social aspects of college life are more apt to cheat than those who 

emphasize intellectual interests; (7) students who cheated in high 

school, but who now attend colleges where cheating is not tolerated and 

where there is strong disapproval, tend to give up their cheating, and 

conversely, students who might have cheated in high school will cheat 

in college if the college climate tolerates it; (8) the nature and size 

of colleges has something to do with the prevalence of cheating (co

educational and larger colleges report more cheating); (9) colleges 

which allow students to handle academic dishonesty have less cheating 

than those where the administration or a combined administration

student group attempt to control it; and (10) the institution with an 

honor system seems to effectively control cheating more than other 

colleges (7, pp. 193-198), 

A new approach in studying the problem of cheating was initiated 
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by William F. Anderson (2) in 1956 when he attempted to determine 

attitudes of university students toward cheating. The study involved 

some 505 students attending five colleges at the University of Alabama. 

The opinionnaire devised by Anderson depicted 28 different situations 

which were originally labelled by a group of students as cheating. 

They ranged from students who stopped after class to talk with the 

instructor to using files of old tests. It is interesting to observe 

that Anderson found that many of the situations depicted were not con-

sidered cheating at all by students. Emerging from this study is the 

definite conclusion that not all students look at cheating alike, and 

that much misunderstanding exists even among students as to what is 

acceptable study and test behavior. 

Using the same instrument, Jack R. Frymier (13, p. 120) of Ohio 

State University pursued this further by attempting in 1960 to determine 

if there were significant differences in attitudes between faculty and 

students with respect to possible cheating situations. Frymier admin-

istered Anderson's opinionnaire to students and faculty at three under-

graduate colleges of a large Eastern University. In appraising the 

results, Frymier stated, "These data seem to indicate that faculty mem

bers and university students see cheating differently. 11 However, he 

goes on to say, 

Faculty and students actually seem to see various examples of 
student behavior similarly in direction, but differently in 
degree. And as might be expected, it is the faculty members 
who generally seem to be more severe in describing a particu
lar behavioral act as cheating than are the students. 

So far as this writer has been able to determine, there have been 

no further studies into faculty and student attitudes toward what 

actually constitutes a cheating behavior in the college environment. 
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Many educators and writers,including Jacob (23), Eddy (12), Ellison 

(12) and Bowers (7), feel there is a lack of seriousness toward the 

problem of cheatingo Bowers feels this is true because only a very 

small number of students are ever disciplined for cheating and plagiar~ 

ism. Professor Jacob (12, Po 59) states one of the prime causes of 

cheating is the 11 widespread student traditi.on of tolerance toward the 

practice. 11 In an effort to determine student attitudes toward the 

seriousness of cheating, Hendricks (19, p, 413) gave a questionnaire to 

college students and found that only 13 oer cent thought cheating was 

basically dishonesto Only 7 per cent of the students felt stealing and 

cheating go hand in hand, Apparently only 1 per cent felt it was ser

ious enough to justify expulsion, and only 3 per cent thought the stu

dent should get an Fin the course, There has been no effort, so far 

as this writer knows, to study faculty attitudes toward the seriousness 

of cheating as might be indicated by the punishment to be administered, 

Since the Hartshorne and May (18) studies, continual references 

have been made by researchers to the fact that cheating is an act which 

takes place in a certain situation, They considered the situation more 

important than the character of the individual (30, p. 402). Gordon 

and Gordon (16, p, 235) refer to the instructor 1 s own behavior as being 

the factor which affects the level of cheating in his class, Uhlig and 

Howes (38, p. 411) found that one third of a class will cheat if the 

climate is an advantageous one. The strongest case for this point of 

view is an article by Shirk and Hoffman (32, p. 132) who state: 

Of all facets of classroom exchange and interaction, that 
which seems most susceptible to instructional dishonesty 
is the host of attitudes and practices regarding that 
particularly tempestuous situation of the giving ahd taking 
of an examination. 
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Since there has been a limited amount of research into the causes 

of cheating within the academic setting, it is felt that an investiga

tion into how students and faculty perceive a student 1 s actions within 

a certain academic setting might lead to a clearer understanding of how 

each perceives the other's actions, 

Some of the studies of cheating which have been pursued indicate a 

difference between freshmen and seniors both with respect to attitudes 

toward cheating and the incidence of cheating. Students at Indiana 

University were surveyed by Mueller (28, Po 468) in 1953, and when they 

were asked if offered information on an examination, would you accept 

and use it, the proportions answering in the affirmative are: freshmen 

36 per cent; sophomores 37 per cent; juniors 37 per cent; and seniors 

46 per cento Anderson (2, Po 587) found in his survey freshmen were as 

strict as graduate students, but sophomores were more tolerant in their 

attitudes. He concludes, 11 men acqu'ire more tolerant attitudes toward 

cheating as they advance and experience numerous pressures, but when 

they graduate they acquire stricter attitudes, 11 Bowers (7, p. 62} 

states from his study, 'Tt should come as no surprise, therefore, that 

the level of cheating increases from freshman to senior year. 11 In this 

research an effort is made to determine the differences which may exist 

between freshmen and seniors in their attitudes toward cheating, 

A peculiar aspect of this research was to determine the significant 

differences between students and faculty at church-affiliated and secu-

1 ar colleges regarding cheating behaviors, the seriousness of the cheat

ing act, and the academic setting in which cheating occurso 

There has been considerable doubt as to whether the church

affiliated college which has as its goal the development of character 
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is really operative in the area of academic honesty. Church-affiliated 

colleges have for a long time assumed their objectives were being 

accomplished because they were stated publicly. There needs to be more 

objective evidence than this if a college is to make progress toward 

its goals, Myron F. Wicke (40, p. 45) states, 

No purpose is more difficult to achieve than the development of 
a community ethos in which intellectual adventure 'is possible 
in an atmosphere of moral concern and commitment, Studies 
which have attempted to measure the changing value structures 
of college students show no evidence that church related colleges 
are any more effective generally on this point than any other 
type of institutiono The well-known summary of Philip E. Jacob 
in Changing Values .i.n. College gives no comfort at all to church 
colleges. 

Statement of the Problem 

It was the purpose of this study to determine if there are signif

icant differences in terms of faculty and student views as to three 

aspects of cheating: (1) behaviors which constitute cheating; (2) the 

seriousness of cheating as indicated by punishment administered; and 

(3) the academic setting in which cheating occurs,. Comparisons were 

also made between freshman and senior students and the faculty and 

students of church-affiliated and secular colleges. 

Hypothesis 

Stated in null form, the tentative major hypotheses examined by 

this investigation are: 

1. There are no significant differences at the .05 level of 

confidence between faculty and student responses to instruments 

designed to assess: 

a. behaviors which constitute cheatingo 



b. the seriousness of cheating behaviors. 

c. the academic setting or situation in which cheating 

behavior occurs. 
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2. There are no significant differences at the .05 level of 

confidence between freshman and senior student responses to instruments 

designed to assess: 

a. behaviors which constitute cheating. 

b. the seriousness of cheating behaviors. 

c. the academic setting or situation in which cheating 

behavior occurs. 

3. There are no significant differences at the .05 level of 

confidence between responses of faculty of chuirch-affil i ated co 11 eges 

a.nd faculty of secular colleges to instruments designed to assess: 

a. behaviors which constitute cheating. 

b. the seriousness of cheating behaviors. 

c. the academic setting or situation in which cheating 

behavior occurs. 

4. There are no significant differences at the .05 level of 

confidence between responses of students at church-affiliated colleges 

and students at secular colleges to instruments designed to assess: 

a. behaviors which constitute cheating. 

b. the seriousness of cheating behaviors. 

c. the academic setting or situation in which cheating 

behavior occurs. 

The statistical significance of the difference between the mean 

scores of the groups will be determined by computing 11 t 11 tests. 
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Val lie of the Study 

No one doubts the fact that cheating is prevalent on the American 

college campus" Although there are other significant causes, the 

difference in views between faculty and students may be a factor. If 

we can gain a better understanding of faculty and student attitudes 

toward cheating, we may be able to initiate efforts which will reduce 

cheating on the college level. 

After determining the view which is held regarding cheating on its 

campus, an institution may well want to look into its 11 climate of 

values. 11 Philip Jacob states (23, p. 95), 

A look at whole colleges ... reveals that sometimes a com
bination of factors can produce a distinctive institutional 
atmosphere, a 1 climate of values,• in which students are 
decisively influenced. The incoming student is quick to sense 
11 what goes 11 on his particular campus. He tends to follow along 
in the groove he finds, and in short order the pattern of his 
beliefs and attitudes comes to bear the stamp of his institu
tion. 

Bowers (7, p. 196) in his study found that the characteristics of a 

co 11 ege inc 1 udi ng student attitudes determine to a very rea 1 extent 

whether cheating was widely practiced on that campus. 

One of the most frequent causes of disciplinary action on a college 

campus is cheating. In Bower's (7, p. 15) study, deans and student 

body presidents listed academic dishonesty, including cheating on tests 

and examinations, and plagiarizing on papers and assignments as second 

in seriousness among all disciplinary problems. Some institutions have 

a policy that if a student is caught cheating, he will automatically be 

given an Fin the course. In many colleges, a student may be dismissed 

for cheating, An evaluation of faculty and student views toward 

defining a cheating act and the seriousness of a certain behavior may 
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help us in dealing with the problem. 

Ellison (12, p. 57f) points out that more and more in our crucial 

national efforts it is important that we have truth and accurate knowl

edge. He states, 

For example, the lessons of history., correctly interpreted 
are vital to the national safety. But if our historians are 
sloppy workmen, who will tell us of such things? The space 
age demands rockets that will work, and these are not pro
duced by designers who won their A's in math by cheating. 
The surgeon at the operating table needs knowledge, not just 
a grade, There is an ever-increasing number of fields where 
fooling with the truth, either through incompetence or fraud, 
can produce disaster. 

Since moral integrity is basic in our scale of values in the home, 

in education and in a democratic society, every effort which is made to 

elevate this value will be beneficial to our way of life, 

Definitions of Concepts and Terms 

The following are definitions of concepts and terms as they are 

used in this study. 

1. Cheating--Any act of a student which intends to deceive the 

teacher for the benefit of earning a higher grade. This can be done by 

being dishonest on tests, having someone else do outside work, or 

plagiarism. 

2. Academic setting--The classroom environment existing at a 

college. 

3. Opinionnaire--A form containing statements to which one is 

asked to respond with his own views and persuasions. 

4. College environment--The characteristics of a college, i.e., 

acceptable behavior, values held and encouraged by the institution. 

5. Plagiarism--A failure to acknowledge the source of written 
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statements not originating with the individual. 

6. Academic dishonesty--Any form of cheating or plagiarism under

taken by students at college. 

7. Attitudes--An existing predisposition to evaluate objects, 

persons or situations in certain wayso 

Limitations 

The attitudes which are expressed in these instruments cannot be 

construed to indicate actual behavior of the respondents. In fact there 

is growing evidence to indicate that attitudes toward cheating may have 

little relation to what takes place in actual practice, Lee J. 

Cronbach (11, p. 646) discusses Corey 1 s findings: 

Corey asked college students what they thought about cheating 
on tests, and to no one 1 s surprise they stated that cheating is 
sinful and contrary to the cheater 1 s best interests. The next 
step was to find out if they would cheat, given a good chance. 
After each Friday•s quiz, Corey left the papers unmarked and 
passed them out in class on Monday for each person to grade his 
own, Then Corey compared the scores on the papers with the grades 
he had secretly recorded before returning them on Monday, In 
five weeks, only one quarter of the class consistently refrained 
from changing answers to raise their scores, Whether or not a 
person was honest had no relation-to the attitude he expressed. 

Uhlig and Howes (38, p. 411) conducted an experiment using 

Anderson's attitudinal measurement instrument, and then subjected stu-

dents to an actual situation in which they might cheat, and found that 

"Attitudes toward cheating as measured by Anderson's scale do not 

appear to reflect actual behavior of the respondents," It is impossible 

under these circumstances to infer predictions based on attitudes or 

perceptions of cheating. 

An attempt was made to secure random sample individuals from each 

institution, but one should exercise caution in inferring these students 
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and faculty at each institution actually represent the attitudes held 

by the majority of these two groups on each college campus. 

Any generalizations to other institutions will have to be made with 

considerable caution since the selected institutions may or may not be 

generally representative in the sense of being models or prototypes, 

Basic Assumptions 

One basic assumption made for this study is that the students and 

faculty who completed the 11 Survey of Attitudes Toward Cheating 11 are 

representative samples of student and faculty populations at the insti

tutions providing data for this study. 

It is assumed that attitudes toward appropriate punishment for 

cheating indicate the seriousness with which individual treats 

cheating. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Early Research 

11 Studies in Deceit11 is one of the first research efforts in 

America on cheating (18). It was conducted by psychologists Hartshorne 

and May in 1927 and has become a classic in its field. These men 

studied hundreds of children; they administered 21 different tests of 

honesty or deceitfulness to children in grades five to eight in three 

different communities. Several conclusions were drawn from their 

studies. They observed wide variations in cheating among children; 

there were no outstanding sex differences; and older children were 

slightly more likely to, cheat than younger children. A comment made by 

Murphy and Newcomb (30, p. 402), who reviewed these studies, suggests 

the importance of the situation in cheating: 

Cheating in one situation gives almost no information at all 
as to the likelihood that a child will cheat in another 
character is found to be a much less important variable 
than is the situation. 

Causes of Cheating 

A notion since the earliest research, which has continued through 

the years, is that the necessity to make good grades is a vital factor 

in cheating. T. Ho Howells (22) in 1938 found when he increased the 

difficulty of tests to high school students, the number of individuals 

13 
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cheating increased and the amount of cheating per individual increased. 

Barclay (4) contends too much emphasis on marks by teachers and pres

sure from parents increases the incidence of cheating. L. H. Johnson 

(24) found that when parents offered rewards for high grades the cheat

ing among junior high students was substantially higher. Rogosin (30), 

in his article "What About Cheating on Examinations and Honesty," 

quotes E. R. Groves, an outstanding authority on family relations, as 

saying that cheating in school is largely due to the strain resulting 

from an overemphasis on marks and from the failure of the school to 

adjust work to the individual's capabilities and attitudes. 

In an effort to 1 earn from co 11 ege students th ems elves why they 

cheated, Dr. Howard Wilson (39, p. 42), who served on the faculty of 

Loyola University and the Illinois Institute of Technology, asked 

college students to write him anonymously telling why they cheated. 

More than 700 students from 30 different states replied and ranked 

highest in causes the pressures for high marks. It appears from the 

responses received by Dr. Wilson that students competing for entrance 

to graduate schools, particularly medicine, engineering and dentistry, 

felt the pressure greatest, He stated that a number of students wrote, 

11 Everybody does it, so I have to in self-protection. If I don't cheat, 

those who do beat me out." Many students complained of unfair examina

tions while others attributed the causes to crowded classrooms. 

A national exposure of cheating was made by Jerome Ellison (12) in 

an article in the Saturday Evening Post in January, 1960, entitled, 

"American Disgrace: College Cheating." While treating many other 

facets of cheating, Ellison states that the most common reason given 

in all his investigations is the pressure to succeed, reinforced by the 
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fear of failingo One student he interviewed expressed the thought that 

in our society emphasis is on grades rather than character and integrityp 

Considerable blame was placed on the faculty by students who considered 

them to be inconsistent and stated they did not give adequate super

visiono A lack of standards was also cited by Ellison as a fundamental 

cause. 

Barclay (4), in her article, cites a book, The Normal Child and 

Some of His Abnormalities, by C. W. Valentine, past president of the 

British Psychological Society, in which Valentine summarized his feel

ings as a boy as to why he and his classmates cheated. These reasons 

were summarily: (1) resentment against adult teachers, particularly 

those Who were dictatorial, unsympathetic or odd; (2) espirit among 

classmates or group pressure; and finally (3) a feeling that the subject 

matter of the course had little meaning or worth to him. 

While most of the studies and articles indicate that pressure for 

high grades is a prime cause of cheating, Bowers (7) found that when 

the student himself desires good grades, he is not more likely to cheat 

than otherso On the contrary, a commitment by the student to good 

grades acts as a constraint against cheating, but when parents are 

assumed to place high value on grades, it has the opposite effect, This 

agrees with Johnson's (24) findings that when parents offered rewards 

for high grades, students were more likely to cheat. 

Sex and Cheating 

Some contradictory results seem to exist regarding sex and fre

quency of cheating. Hartshorne and May (18) found there were no out

standing differences between the sexes in the incidence of cheating, 
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and Johnson (24) concluded from his studies that sex has little to do 

with cheating. Both of these studies involved elementary and junior 

high school studentso 

On the college level, William F. Anderson (2) found in his studies 

on 11 Attitudes of University Students Toward Cheating 11 that women 

expressed stricter feelings toward cheating than men. His conclusions 

were verified by Uhlig and Howes (38) who made a study of graduate and 

undergraduate students at Eastern Kentucky State College and found girls 

manifested a stricter attitude toward cheating than men. It should be 

observed that both of these studies were concerned with attitudes 

toward cheating and may or may not be indicative of what might take 

place in actual practice. 

While expressing several reasons why men are under more pressure 

to cheat in college due to their status and need for success in the 

financial world, Bowers (7), after sampling some 2810 males and 2568 

females, concludes that while in the total sample males are more likely 

to cheat than females, in the context of strong disapproval from the 

college environment there is little difference between the sexes. 

While there are indications that females are stricter in their 

attitudes toward cheating, there is still no valid research, particu

larly at the college level, to conclude there are any significant 

differences between the sexes on the incidence of cheating in actual 

practice. 

Intelligence and Cheating 

Most of the research available on intelligence and cheating indi

cates that students with higher intelligence are less likely to cheat 
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than students of lower intelligence. T. H. Howells (22) in his study 

on "Factors Influencing Honesty 11 found that ·intelligence correlates 

negligibly (008) with cheating, but most of the other studies indicate 

different results. Hartshorne and May (18) observed that children with 

low intelligence, who were prodded to keep up, were more apt to cheat 

than others o Gross ( 17) found the mean I. Q. for the II hones t 11 group 

was 4.85 higher than the 11 dishonest11 group. It was not determined in 

the study, however, whether this was a significant difference. Atkins 

and Atkins (3) in their study found the mean I. Q. of non-cheaters to 

be higher than that of cheaterso In his study of junior high students 

in Corvallis, Oregon, Johnson (24, p. 73) concluded, "There is a 

consistent increase in the per cent of cheating from the fourth or 

highest quartile of the range of intelligence to the first or lowest 

quartile. 11 Hoff (21, p. 129) found a correlation between cheating and 

intelligence of .324 and concluded, 11 Bright pupils tend to cheat as well 

as pupils of less ability; although not to as great an extent. 11 It 

should be noted there has been no research for several years, with some 

of the more refined intelligence tests, on the relationship of intelli

gence and cheating. 

Role of the Faculty . 

It has been only in recent years that attention has been given 

the role of the faculty member in the cheating s itua ti on and to the 

climate he creates in his classroom as related to cheating. This, 

despite the fact that Atkins and Atkins (3, p. 603) found as early 

1936, the proportion of students who are dishonest in tests is in 

direct relation to the procedure of the teacher. They stated, 11 The 

to 

as 



honesty of a group of students seems to be in control of the instruc

tor.11 
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In talking with students in different sections of the country, 

Ellison (12) discovered many students lay the blame for cheating 

squarely on the faculty. They say the faculty pretends to be against 

cheating, but when it 1 s under their noses, they close their eyes and 

pretend not to see, They also stated that while some teachers are 

strict regarding cheating, others do not seem to know that it is going 

on. 

Two Hofstra college professors, Shirk and Hoffman (34), in their 

article 11 The Academic Setting of the Dishonest Student, 11 call attention 

to the important role which the teacher plays in creating an atmosphere 

in his classroom which encourages or discourages cheating. They feel 

that where the following conditions exist in a classroom, the faculty 

member has consciously or unconsciously ~ontributed to a cheating 

situation. The conditions are: (1) Where the faculty member asserts 

he is the sole source of authority on trut.h; (2) A lackadaisical atti

tude of the teacher toward his class; (3) When a student is reduced to 

his grades; (4) Where the faculty member indicates the grade is the 

only indication of the intelligence of the student; (5) Where the 

teacher attempts to trick the student or catch him unawares with a 

test, 

Dr. Richard E. Gordon, consulting psychiatrist at Wagner College 

in New York, and Katherine K. Gordon (16) in their article for The 

Journal of the American College Health Association, indicate teachers 

can produce cheating by making assignments too difficult. More cheat

ing occurs in large and impersonal classes; where grading on the curve 
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forces competition; from using multiple-choice rather than essay-type 

examinations; and from instructors using the same test with several 

different sections of a class at different times. 

It was because of the lack of research data that this study is 

investigating several aspects of the academic setting. Part II of the 

11 Survey of Attitudes Toward Cheating 11 administered to faculty and 

students in this study depicts the instructor acting in many of the 

ways indicated above to determine whether students feel they are justi

fied in cheating when they observe a faculty member acting in what they 

might consider an unfair way. 

The Punishment of Cheating 

Marvin L. Hendricks (19) found in his research, 11 Changing Mores 

Concerning Cheating on Examinations," that only one per cent of those 

interviewed thought cheating justified expulsion; only two or three per 

cent thought it deserved an F, and most felt the student involved in 

cheating should simply be spoken to. 

Apparently the number of students who are punished at all for 

cheating is relatively small. Bowers (7) states it is less than one 

per cent of the student body of an average-sized school. It is 

Bowers' (7, p. 23) feeling that this constitutes one of the dilemmas in 

controlling cheating: 

Whatever the reason, relative to other disciplinary problems, 
academic dishonesty presents a paradox: campus authorities 
consider it to be one of the more serious disciplinary problems 
and yet sanctions against it are considerably more lenient 
than those imposed on other forms of student misconduct. 

Numerous incidents were found by Ellison (12) where cheating 

students were completely exonerated by either administrators or faculty 
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committees even when concrete evidence was presented indicating 

cheating had taken place. One incident he cited was a graduating senior 

who had flagrantly plagiarized an entire article and turned it in for a 

term paper. The faculty member became suspicious and discovered the 

article in a periodical in the library. He promptly gave the student 

an Fin the course. A faculty committee ruled in the student 1 s favor, 

In another case four instructors observed a youth cheating. He was 

given an Fin the course by his instructor, but an appeal to the Dean 

of Students absolved the student of any guilt. 

While finding considerable evidence of a lack of definite policy 

in colleges regarding cheating, and a lack of consistent punishment for 

cheating, Ellison (12) also found cases where students were suspended 

for a semester as at two New England women's colleges. It is his feel

ing that the administrators of a college can put a stop to cheating any 

time they want to, but every institution has to determine its standards 

and punishment for violators. 

As is apparent, the type of punishment administered by college 

officials varies widely. Sometimes the instructor is allowed to handle 

the matter entirely himself with a warning, whereas in an institution 

such as the Air Force Academy, there is automatic dismissal of any 

student caught cheating. 

Within the last two years some flagrant violations of cheating 

have resulted in the expulsion of students involved. Ten students were 

expelled at Ohio State in June, 1966, and disciplinary action was taken 

against 29 others. At Duke University in September, 1968, 13 students 

were suspended for cheating. One must be aware, however, in each of 

these cases there was an organized group of students involved. They 
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had jointly contrived a plan for cheating and were caught in the act. 

A strong appeal is made by Herman (20) for punishment of cheating 

to be educative, and not retaliatory. He makes a distinction between 

the "simple" cheater (an individual student who may cheat one time and 

feel remorse) and the "non-simple" cheating (involves several students 

and is premeditated and repetitive). While not ignoring the fact that 

simple cheating must be dealt with, Herman is more concerned with how 

to handle non-simple cheating. He feels the ground rules for punish

ment must have two criteria: (1) the punishment should not be psycho

logically or socially damaging to the student; and (2) the punishment 

must make the student aware he has cheated and his conduct is unaccept

able. Several proposals are suggested by Herman, but the ones that he 

considers meet his criteria and accomplish an educative purpose are: 

place students who cheat (simple and non-simple) in seminars attended 

by the cheater, instructor and administrators and make efforts to 

determine the causes of cheating; a student honor court or student 

council could meet with the student in special seminars for cheaters; 

or a panel composed of cheaters, faculty, administrators and other 

students could discuss the matter of cheating openly. The advantages 

of this approach, according to Herman, are that it would involve other 

students, which would put the students who are guilty of cheating at 

ease with support and understanding from their peer group, and it would 

involve the faculty in a realistic and objective discussion of cheatingo 

"The main purpose of this paper," states Herman (20, p. 266), "is to 

encourage us to re-think our methods of handling cheaters_.' 

Since considerable confusion exists over punishment and over the 

seriousness with which cheating is considered, this research will 
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determine if there are significant differences between the way faculty 

and students look at the punishment to be administered in cases where 

cheating has occurred. 

Cheating Is a Specific Act 

One of the findings of Hartshorne and May (18) was that cheating 

had low correlations with other forms of .misbehavior. Rogosin (30, 

p. 402) quotes from this study, 

There is no generalized uniform trait of honesty that 
characterizes a child in all his activities ... Honesty 
and Dishonesty are largely a function of and dependent 
upon the actual situation itself rather than upon a 
generalized moral trait. 

R. V. Burton (8) confirmed this in his research and found low positive 

correlations between different types of deviant behavior. 

A most interesting research was conducted by Garfield, Cohen and 

Roth (14) in an attempt to determine whether cheating involved a general 

morality matrix or whether it should be considered a specific act 

standing alone. The evidence again is clear that cheating did not 

correlate significantly with other forms of guilt and further support is 

given to a specificity hypothesis of cheating. 

McQueen (27, p. 649), as a result of his study entitled 11 Examina-

tion Deception as a Function of Residual, Background and Immediate 

Stimulus Factors," concludes, "The practice of regarding deception as a 

relatively fixed or stable trait among different individuals is cast in 

some doubt by the results of the present study. 11 

Other Findings 

Personality characteristics and cheating were investigated by Keehn 
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(25). A conclusion which he reached was that students who scored low 

on both neuroticism and extroversion scales cheated less frequently than 

those who scored high on these measures. 

A study by Donald R. Black (5) on the falsification of reported 

examination mi1rks was conducted in a senior class at the University of 

Alberta, Three groups were involved with the first group having their 
" 

papers incorrectly totaled by the instructor with a lowering of their 

grade; a second group had their papers marked correctly; and a third 

group were given higher grades than they earned. Every opportunity was 

given the students to raise their marks without detection. One con-

crete finding uncovered was that the majority would falsify marks if it 

was in their favor and might be construed as the fault of the instruc-

tor. 

Some other interesting findings which have been made are: McQueen 

( 27) found when one student broke the s i 1 ence on a grading error and 

was praised for so doing, it reduced cheating; Atkins and Atkins (3) 

found the extent of cheating will be in proportion to the ease of 

cheating; Hoff (21) found that pupils tended to cheat less when grading 

their neighbor 1 s paper than when grading their own, Kruger (26) found 

that when students are allowed to cheat, cheating increases. 

Further Areas for Research 

Since the institutional climate may determine to a large extent 

the amount of cheating which is engaged in by students, some research 

would be most profitable which examines institutions where cheating is 

contra 11 ed. 



Some longitudinal studies would be interesting to determine why 

seniors have a more tolerant attitude toward cheating than freshmen. 

Exactly what takes place in the college experience which accounts for 

this change? 

Much more research is needed to determine the effect which 
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certain faculty behaviors have on students. While this study investi

gated whether students feel justified in acting a certain way when they 

perceive a faculty member has been unfair with them on an examination, 

it was not within the scope of this study to determine exactly how 

students perceive an instructor as to grading on the curve, the giving 

of pop quizzes, or the climate he creates in the classroom. 



CHAPTER III 

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

Design of the Instrument 

Since the approach in this study was unique from what has been 

done before in evaluating attitudes toward cheating, it was apparent 

that a new instrument would be necessary to obtain the desired informa

tion. The only instrument which approximated that needed by the author 

was William F. Anderson's attitudinal measurement scale (2). Anderson 

depicted 28 behavioral situations in which fictitious students were 

described as conducting themselves in ways that might be considered 

either as cheating or as acceptable behavior. The first five situations 

on his instrument (1-5) were generally considered to be the desirable 

and appropriate ways of acting in competing for an acceptable or desir

able course grade. The next five situations described (6-10) were 

intended to be puzzling to students as to their appropriateness. 

Following this, nine actions (11-19) were described, and these were 

intended to be objectionable, but not to the degree they were always 

completely unjustified. The last group of eight actions (20-28) per

ceived by students who helped develop the instrument to be highly 

objectionable. Students were then asked to rate the 28 potential 

cheating situations as to the degree of the students' behavior being 

justified or not justified. Each rating was on a five-point scale. If 

the respondent felt the student was entirely justified in the action 
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as depicted, he was to place a figure (5) in front of the behavior. 

While Anderson's instrument was not appropriate for this study, some of 

the basic concepts were incorporated in the instrument "A Survey of 

Attitudes Toward Cheating" utilized in this study. 

The general content of student behaviors described in the 50 

different situations of the author's instrument came from three differ

ent sources. The first source was 38 students enrolled in an Educa

tional Psychology class at Oklahoma Christian College during the spring 

semester of 1965. These students, mostly seniors, were asked: (1) to 

des~ribe all possible cheating situations they had ever engaged in or 

heard about including all possible types of cheating; (2) to consider 

how seriously they regard cheating--to indicate possible degrees of 

punishment ranging from the student's being warned to dismissal; and 

(3) to describe all possible sit~ations which might occur in the class

room in connection with taking an examination or in assignments of 

term papers which they felt would be unfair to students. The responses 

described about 57 different actions of students which might be consid

ered cheating (see Appendix A for students' descriptions) and approxi

mately 31 situations in the academic setting of the classroom which 

they felt were unfair to the student. The second source for ideas of 

the situations used in this investigation was Anderson's (2) instrument. 

The third source was Bowers' (7, p. 47) thirteen specific acts which 

might be considered dishonest in the light of academic standards. Stu

dents were asked to check those they had committed in college. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 
13 
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Per Cent of Students Admitting Ever Having Committed 
Each of 13 Specific Acts 

Per 
Cent 

of 
Specific Act Sample 

Copying a few sentences of material 
without footnoting in a paper- - - 43 

Getting questions or answers from some-
one who has already taken the same 
exam - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 33 

Copying answers from a text or other 
source instead of doing the work 
independently- - - - - - - - - - - 31 

11 Paddi ng 11 a few items on a bib l i og-
raphy- - - - - - - - - - - - - 28 

Giving answers to other students dur-
ing an exam - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17 

Copying from someone's test or exam 
paper without his knowing about it - - 16 

Working on the same homework with 
several other students when the 
teacher does not allow it - - - - 11 

Copying from someone's test or exam 
paper with that person's knowledge 11 

Writing a paper for another student 9 
Arranging to sit next to someone who 

wi 11 let you copy from him· during · 
a test or exam - - - - ~ - - - - - 4 

Arranging with other students to give 
or receive answers by use of signals - 2 

Taking an exam for another student - 1 
Having another student take an exam 

for you - - - - - - - - - - - - - a 

Number of 
Students 
Admitting 
Each 

2,348 

1,769 

1,698 

1,534 

929 

893 

622 

611 
467 

243 

106 

30 

12 

11,262 
(5,422) 

The overall plan of the instrument developed was to include every 

conceivable form of cheating. These consisted of 50 items which were 

summarized under one of the following four groupings: 
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1. Cheating in connection with the preparation of or taking of an 
an examination. (36 items) 

2. 

Situations 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 36, 39, 40, 
41, 42, 43, 47, 48, 49, 50. 

Cheating.·. in preparation of term papers (copying, plagiarism, 
etc.) , (9 items) 

Situations 3, 9, 11, 28, 29, 33, 35, 38, 45. 

3. Cheating in connection with grading one's own paper or others. 
(3 items) 

Situations 12, 37, 46. 

4. Cheating by turning in homework or papers done entirely or in 
pa rt by others. ( 2 i terns) 

Situations 34 and 44. 

The arrangement of the situations in Part I of the survey was made 

in several forms but a final decision was made to put them in random 

order so there would be no indication of the acceptability or unaccept

ability of the students• actions which might influence the response. 

This is contrasted with Anderson's (2) arrangement, which was arranged 

on a continuum with behaviors from acceptable to completely objection

able in that order. 

In an effort to determine the seriousness with which students and 

faculty considered acts of cheating, as indicated on the instrument, 

space was made available following each of the 50 student behaviors for 

the respondent to check one of the following: Should not be punished; 

Should be warned; Should receive an Fon paper; Should receive Fin 

course and be dropped from class; Should be suspended for remainder of 

term with opportunity of readmission; Should be dismissed with discipli

nary action noted on transcript. (See 11 A Survey of Attitudes Toward 

Cheating 11 in Appendix B.) 
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A very important part of this study was to investigate for signifi

cant differences between the groups involved in the academic setting in 

which cheating occurs. Part II of the instrument depicts 28 behavioral 

situations, most of which depict the instructor acting in ways which 

many students have felt were unfair. The student's behavior in these 

situations is in response to the actions of the instructor, and the 

respondent is asked to rate the behaviors on a scale from one to five 

(from behavior entirely justified to behavior definitely not justified 

with three as no judgment on behavior). Again the situations are 

placed at random in the survey used in this study. The only two types 

of cheating covered in thi-s part are: 

1. Cheating in connection with the preparation or taking of an 
exami nation. ( 25 items) 

2. 

Situations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28. 

Cheating in preparation of term papers (copying, plagiarism, 
etc . ) ( 3 items ) 

Situations 17, 19, 24. 

Several attempts were made to establish reliability of the instru-

ment before it was actually accomplished. The first efforts with stu

dents at Christian College of the Southwest and Dallas Baptist College 

were unsuccessful largely due to the attempt of the author to handle 

the testing with students remaining anonymous. When it was determined 

that anonymity was not absolutely necessary, when students were assured 

responses would be seen only by the author and that he was interested 

only in total results, the testing proceeded smoothly. 

The test-retest method was used for determining reliability. Both 

faculty and student groups were used in testing for reliability. 
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TABLE I 

ADMINISTRATION OF TESTS FOR RELIABILITY 

Original 
Group Institution Number Test Retest 

Faculty El Centro College, 13 1-19-69 3-26-69 
Dallas, Texas 

Student East Texas State Univ. 33 3-20-69 5-15-69 

The faculty of El Centro College was composed mainly of those who 

serve a counseling function at that institution. 

Students used in the reliability determination were enrolled in 

Sociology 112, Social Problems, at East Texas State University. These 

students were freshmen and sophomores at that institution. 

After the test and retest, it was necessary to eliminate seven 

student surveys, due to incompletion of the instrument, and two faculty 

surveys for the same reason. 

The statistical treatment involved the use of the Product moment 

correlation. The formula is (29, p. 89): 

R = 

rxv - rx - rY 
N 

-J ( rx2 - (rx)2 ) 
N 

( rv2 - (!Y)? ) 
N 

Correlation was considered good on all parts with lhe exception of 

the faculty on Part I, B (punishment). This Wps difficult to explain 

since apparently no large scale incidents of Gheating or punishment 
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occurred between test and retest which would have affected the results. 

TABLE II 

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION RELIABILITY 

Number Part I Part II Comeosite 
*A *B 

Students 33 .78 .67 .88 .84 

Faculty 13 . 72 .13 .96 0 77 

*A of Part I is How Do You Feel About Student 1 s Behavior 
B of Part I is Punishment 

To determine the validity, the instrument was submitted to four 

educators for their appraisal of the extent the device measured, the 

attitudes it was purporting to measure, i.e., situations which might be 

considered cheating, different punishments which might be administered, 

and the academic setting in which cheating occurs. Letters and the 

instrument were sent January 4, 1968, to the following educators: 

Dr. M. E. Bonney, Distinguished Scholar, North Texas State University, 

Denton Texas; Dr. R. S. North, Dean of Instruction, Oklahoma Christian 

College, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Dr. Thomas Cunningham, Extension 

Division, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma; and Dr. Rex 

Johnston, Academic Dean, Christian College of the Southwest, Dallas, 

Texas. These men felt the instrument did measure what was purported to 

be measured, and also made· se-vera.l helpful suggestions in wording and 

design of the instrument which were incorporated into a revised edition. 
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Wherever the situation as depicted appeared to be ambiguous to these 

educators, changes were made by the author, The criterion as previous

ly determined was if any two of the educators felt an item should be 

deleted or reworded, this would be considered sufficient evidence to 

change the item. The author took the further liberty that if he felt 

one educator made a recommended change which would improve the instru

ment, a change would be made. 

Subjects 

The student and faculty subjects who constituted the sample in 

this study were from two secular institutions of higher education, viz., 

East Texas State University, Commerce, Texas, and North Texas State 

University, Denton, Texas, and two church-affiliated colleges, viz., 

Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas, and Oklahoma Christian 

College, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. It should be understood the church

affiliated institutions involved in this study are operated and control

led by members of Churches of Chri~t .. 

The total number of subjects who constituted the student sample 

was 320--149 males and 171 females. They consisted of 40 freshmen and 

40 seniors from each of the four involved institutions. 

The only criterion for the student subjects was they be enrolled 

as freshman or senior students at each of the respective institutions 

for the summer session, 1969. The survey was administered during a 

regularly constituted class period in each of the colleges with the 

exception of Oklahoma Christian College where a student assembly pro

vided the opportunity for securing student cooperation in completing 

the survey, Where it was possible larger classes were chosen to 
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minimize the number of different administrations required to secure the 

sampleo There was no preference given to any subject area so students 

may be considered to have been taken at random at each of the institu

tionso 

There was a total of 100 faculty members involved in the study with 

25 subjects from each of the four institutions. They consisted of 89 

males and 11 females, and their subject areas cover a broad spectrum of 

disciplines in higher education. In some cases the faculty was 

approached personally and asked to assist in the study, while others 

were contacted by mailo Those contacted by mail were selected at ran

dom from the faculty rosters of the institutions. 

Method of Data Collection 

All subjects were asked to read carefully the instructions on the 

instrumento Either orally or by letter they were told the purpose of 

the study, an explanation was given of the survey, the approximate time 

it would take to complete the survey, and for identification purposes, 

they should affix either their name or initials in the upper right hand 

corner of the instrumento 

Abilene Christian Collegeo The freshman students were enrolled in 

English and Bibleo (Bible is a required course for all freshmen, and 

so enrollees would be the same as those enrolled in English.) The 

seniors were enrolled in Education and Business Administration courses. 

Arrangements were made by the Dean for the author to administer the 

instrument to these classes while they were in session during the first 

six-week session in the summer of 1969, Administration actually took 

place on June 11, 1969. 
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Twenty faculty members completed the instrument during a faculty 

session on June 11. Five more surveys were needed following this 

initial administration. Surveys were mailed at random to faculty mem

bers at this institution on June 18; they were returned by July 10. 

The request was made that faculty members identify their instrument 

either by name or initials. (See Appendix C.) A careful tabulation 

was kept of faculty to which the survey was sent and those returned. 

East Texas State University. Through the cooperation of the Vice 

President for Academic Affairs and the Dean of Students, arrangements 

were made for the author to administer the survey to 40 freshmen 

enrolled in History and 40 seniors enrolled in an Education course. 

The administration of the instrument took place on June 17 and was com

pleted that day with the exception of one senior. The head of the 

Education Department at the university assumed the responsibility for 

securing a senior to complete the final survey needed. This was 

received three days later. 

A letter with enclosed survey (see Appendix D) was forwarded to 

50 faculty members taken at random from the roster of East Texas State 

University. The first 25 returned were used in this study. More than 

28 faculty surveys were completed and returned. 

North Texas State University. An attempt to secure students at 

this university on an entirely voluntary basis proved futile, When 

this approach failed, the author personally contacted faculty members 

to enlist their cooperation in administering the instrument to their 

classes. The 40 freshmen who completed the survey were enrolled in 

English, General Psychology and Physical Education courses. The 40 

seniors were enrolled in History, Advanced Speech, ahd Physical 
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Education, The instructors in these courses were most cooperative, and 

administration of all these students took place on the campus of this 

university between June 30 and July 11. 

Faculty subjects wer,e contacted by letter written on June 13. They 

were selected at random from different departments at the university. 

(See Appendix E.) The first 25 completed surveys were used in this 

study although more than 28 were returned. No reminder was necessary to 

secure cooperation of .this faculty. 

Oklahoma Christian College. After a student-faculty assembly on 

June 13, freshman and senior students enrolled at the college were asked 

to remain to assist in completing the survey on cheating. Faculty were 

also asked to remain if they could. Excellent cooperation was received, 

but due to the small enrollment for t~e summer trimester only 15 fresh

men and 17 seniors completed the instruments at that time" A letter 

with enclosed survey was sent to 30 freshmen and 32 seniors enrolled 

for the summer session. (See Appendix F.) Twenty-one of the freshmen 

had returned these instruments (a reminder was necessary) by July 12" 

Four other freshmen needed were secured personally by the author on a 

visit to the campus of this college on July 14. Eighteen completed sur

veys were received from seniors by July 12. A visit to the campus 

secured the final senior on July 14. 

Faculty members completing the survey at the time of the initial 

administration of~the survey on June 13 numbered 18. The Dean of 
"" 

Instruction assisted the author in securing 5 more. Two were lacking 

at the time of the author's visit to the campus, and these were secured 

personally by the author on July 14, 
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Treatment of the Data 

Summary of the data was made by the a~thor who added all responses 

vertically on 420 instruments with a total for each column of Parts I 

and II. There were five columns under "How Do You Feel About the 

Student's Behavior" with columns labelled 1 to 5, and six columns under 

punishment. These columns were labelled: Should not be punished; 

Should be warned; ~hould receive an Fin course and be dropped from 
\ 

class; Should be suspended for remainder of term with opportunity of 

readmission; and Should be dismissed with disciplinary action noted on 

transcript. Each of these columns was totaled. The five columns 

labelled 1 to 5 of Part II were totaled. Results were recorded on 

forms provided by the University Computer Center at Oklahoma State 

University. 

The method used to determine whether there were significant 

differences between the means of each student and faculty group on each 

of the three sections measured in the survey was to compute 11 t 11 tests. 

The actual computations were done on an IBM System 360, Model 50. The 

fa 11 owing procedure was fa 11 owed in computing va 1 ues of II t. 11 

1. Standard deviation 

SD=~ 

2" Standard error of the mean 

SEM = ___ so __ _ 
-:.;--n--
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3. Standard error of the difference between means 

SEo--V SEM 
2 + SEM 2 

1 2 

4. t = X1 - X2 

SE0 

From this analysis the resulting 11 t 11 was compared to the lltll value 

in the table, with the appropriate degrees of freedom, and at the .05 

level of confidence, to determine whether the differences between the 

means were significant. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether there were 

significant differences between the mea~s of four distinct groups on 

three aspects of cheating. 

The first of the three aspects of cheating studied was to deter

mine behaviors which constitute cheating. A high mean rating indicates 

more behaviors were considered doubtful or definitely cheating, whereas, 

a lower mean rating indicates more behaviors were considered non

cheating. 

A second aspect studied was the seriousness of cheating behaviors. 

The higher mean ratings indicated more severe punishment, thus implying 

that these respondents considered cheating more seriously than did 

those registering lower mean ratings. 

The third aspect studied was the academic setting in which cheat

ing behavior occurs. The attempt was to determine how students per

ceived the actions of teachers in an academic setting, principally the 

classroom. A high rating indicates the student was not justified in 

his actions irrespective of the actions of the professor. A lower mean 

rating indicates the respondents consider the actions of the faculty 

member unfair; therefore, the student was justified in his behavior. 

It should be recognized in appraising the results of this study 
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that reliability was highest on the academic setting aspect and lowest 

on the seriousness of cheating behaviors. 

Behavior Which Constitutes Cheating 

Data for student and faculty attitudes toward behaviors which 

constitute cheating are presented in Table III. 

Group 

Faculty 

Students 

TABLE I II 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS 
OF FACULTY AND STUDENTS ON THE BEHAVIORS 

WHICH CONSTITUTE CHEATING 

N 

100 . 

320 

Mean 

186.23 

174.44 

Standard 
Deviation 

19.62 

28.84 

*Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

lltll 

3.82* 

The findings in Table III indicate there is a significant differ-

ence between faculty and students as to what constitutes a cheating 

behavior. Faculty members definitely consider more situations as cheat-

ing than do students. 

The null hypothesis which stated there is no significant difference 

at the .05 level of confidence between faculty and student responses to 

instruments designed to assess behaviors which constitute cheating was 

rejected. A significant difference was found at the ,01 level of con

fidence. 



Table IV presents data on freshman and senior attitudes toward 

behaviors which constitute cheating. 

Group 

Freshmen 

Seniors 

TABLE IV 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS 
OF FRESHMEN AND SENIORS ON THE BEHAVIORS 

WHICH CONSTITUTE CHEATING 

N 

160 

160 

Mean 

173.88 

175.01 

Standard 
Deviation 

29.94 

27.78 

The above table indicates there is little difference in the 
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lltll 

.35 

attitudes of freshman and senior students toward cheating behaviors. 

This is apparently contrary to some research which indicates that 

freshmen tend to look at cheating situations more strictly than seniors. 

Actually this study shows seniors' mean ratings as slightly higher and 

thus more strict than those of freshmen. 

The null hypothesis ~hich states there is no significant difference 

at the .05 level of confidence between freshman and senior student 

responses to instruments designed to assess behaviors which constitute 

cheating was accepted. 

Results from a comparison of the attitudes of the faculty of 

church-affiliated and the faculty of secular colleges on b~haviors which 

constitute cheating are given in Table V. 



Group 

TABLE V 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS 
OF FACULTY OF CHURCH~AFFILIATED AND FACULTY OF 

SECULAR COLLEGES ON THE BEHAVIORS WHICH 
CONSTITUTE CHEATING 

N Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Faculty of Church
Affiliated 

41 

"t" 

50 

50 

190.10 

182.36 

21.08 

17.41 
2.00* 

Faculty of Secular 

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 

According to Table V, the faculty of secular colleges do not con

sider as many behaviors of students as definite cheating acts as do the 

faculty of church-affiliated colleges. 

The null hypothesis stated there is no significant difference at 

the .05 level of confidence between faculty of church-affiliated and 

faculty of secu 1 ar co neg es to instruments designed to assess behaviors 

which constitute cheating. It was rejected at the .05 level of confi-

dence as a significant difference was found, 

Data for attitudes of students of church-affiliated colleges and 

students of secular colleges are shown in Table VI. This table indi-

cates there is a significant difference between the students of church-
' 

affiliated colleges and students at secular colleges on attitudes of 

what is considered cheating. Students at church-related colleges per

ceive many more situations as doubtful or definitely cheating than do 

their counterparts in secular institutions. 



TABLE VI 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF STUDENTS 
OF CHURCH-AFFILIATED AND STUDENTS OF SECULAR 

Group 

Students of Church
Affil i ated 

Students of 
Secular 

COLLEGES ON BEHAVIORS WHICH 
CONSTITUTE CHEATING 

N Mean 

160 184.99 

160 163. 89 

*Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

Standard 
Deviation 

23.15 

30.14 
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lltll 

7.02* 

The null hypothesis, which states there is no significant differ

ence at the .05 level of confidence between responses of students at 

church-affiliated colleges and students at secular colleges to instru

ments designed to assess behaviors which constitute cheating, was 

rejected. There was a significant difference found at the .01 level of 

confidence. 

A summary of the results comparing all groups on attitudes toward 

behaviors which constitute cheating is shown in Table VII. It indicates 

the significance of the 11 t 11 values at the .05 and .01 levels of confi

dence. 

The freshman and senior groups apparently interpreted behaviors 

which might be considered cheating much the same, but the students of 

church-affiliated and students of secular colleges differed significant

ly in their attitudes. 



TABLE VII 

COMPARISONS OF "t" TESTS OF DIFFERENT GROUPS ON 
BEHAVIORS WHICH CONSTITUTE CHEATING 

Group N 

Faculty and Students 420 

Freshmen and Seniors 320 

Faculty of Church-Affi 1 i ated 
and Faculty of Secular 100 

Students of Church-Affiliated 
and Students of Secular 320 

*Significant at the . 05 1 evel of confidence . 
**Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

lltll 

3.82** 

.35 

2.00* 

7.02** 

It might have been anticipated the greatest differences would be 
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found between faculty and students in their attitudes toward what con

stitutes a cheating behavior, but this study indicates the most signifi

cant differences were between the students of church-affiliated and 

students of secular colleges. Apparently much stricter attitudes toward 

cheating acts exist among students attending church-affiliated colleges 

than those in secular institutions. Since the student populations 

studied consisted of both freshmen and seniors, it is more likely this 

is representative of the attitudes of the entire student body at the 

two different types of institutions. 

Three of the four groups which were compared on this behavioral 

aspect of cheating differed significantly, and two of these were at the 

,01 level of confidence. The differences, however, were not in the 

hypothesized direction. 
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Seriousness of Cheating 

Table VIII shows the comparison between student and faculty atti

tudes toward the seriousness of cheating. 

TABLE VIII 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF FACULTY AND 
STUDENTS ON THE SERIOUSNESS OF CHEATING 

Group 

Faculty 

Students 

N 

100 

320 

Mean 

107. 47 

102. 49 

Standard 
Deviation 

18.25 

19.68 

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 

lltll 

2.25* 

Faculty members apparently consider cheating a more serious offense 

than do students. They would inflict more severe penalties for cheat

ing than would students, It should not be inferred from Table VIII 

that either faculty of secular colleges or faculty of cAurch-affiliated 

colleges is more severe than the other, but these findings do indicate 

the combined faculties consider cheating to be more serious than do 

students. 

The null hypothesis stated there is no significant difference at 

the .05 level of confidence between faculty and student responses to 

instruments designed to assess the seriousness of cheating behaviors. 

It was rejected as there was a significant difference found at the .05 

level of confidence. 
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In Table IX are presented data for freshman and senior attitudes 

toward the seriousness of cheating. 

TABLE IX 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF FRESHMEN 
AND SENIORS ON THE SERIOUSNESS OF CHEATING 

Group 

Freshmen 

Seniors 

N 

160 

160 

Mean 

101. 45 

103, 53 

Standard 
Devi a ti on 

21.57 

17.61 

"tu 

.94 

The null hypothesis whiGh stated there is no significant difference 

at the .05 level of confidence between freshman and senior student 

responses to instruments designed to assess the seriousness of cheating 

was accepted. 

Data for the assessment of attitudes of faculty of church

affiliated colleges and faculty of secular colleges are given in 

Table X. 

TABLE X 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS 
OF FACULTY OF CHURCH-AFFILIATED AND FACULTY 

OF SECULAR COLLEGES ON THE SERIOUS-
NESS OF CHEATING 

Standard 
Group N Mean Deviation 

Faculty of C.hurch- 50 107. 52 18.01 
Affiliated 

Faculty of Secular 50 107. 42 18.67 

"t" 

.03 
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From the findings in Table X, apparently the faculties of both 

secular and church-affiliated institutions consider the seriousness of 

cheating very much alike, (Th~ difference between the mean ratings of 

faculties of both institutions is the smallest of any comparisons, 

producing the lowest 11 t 11 value.) The null hypothesis stated there is 

no significant difference at the ,05 level of confidence between 

responses of faculty of church-affiliated colleges and faculty of 

secular colleges to instruments designed to assess the seriousness of 

cheating. It was accepted. 

Table XI presents the data for the attitudes of students of 

church-affiliated and students of secular colleges on the seriousness 

of cheating behaviors. 

TABLE XI 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE ,BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF STUDENTS OF 
CHURCH ... AFFLLIATED AND STUDENTS OF SECULAR COLLEGES 

Group 

Students of Church
Affiliated 

Students of Secular 

ON THE SERIOUSNESS OF CHEATING 

N 

160 

160 

Mean 

107. 46 

97.52 

*Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

Standard 
Deviation 

20.62 

17.39 

lltll 

4.66* 

Students at secular coll~ges are more lenient in the punishment 

they would administer to students guilty of cheating. This is only 
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natural since more of the behavioral situations were not considered 

cheating by secular students. The null hypothesis which stated there 

is no significant difference at the .05 level of confidence between 

response of students at church-affiliated colleges and students at 

secular colleges to instruments designed to assess the seriousness of 

cheating behaviors was rejected. A significant difference was found at 

the .01 level of confidence. 

The summary of all groups on attitudes toward the seriousness of 

cheating is shown in Table XII. 

TABLE XII 

COMPARISONS OF 11 t 11 TESTS OF DIFFERENT GROUPS ON THE 
SERIOUSNESS OF CHEATING BEHAVIORS 

Group N 

Faculty and Students 420 

Freshmen and Seniors 320 

Faculty of Church-Affiliated 
and Faculty of Secular 100 

Students of Church-Affiliated 
and Students of'Secular 320 

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
**Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

lltll 

2.25* 

. 94 

.03 

4.66** 

A greater amount of similarity exists among all groups on attitudes 

toward the seriousness of cheating than any other aspect of cheating 

studied. The faculties of the two types of institutions wer~ 
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exceedingly alike in their views. There was also no significant 

difference found between freshman and senior students. Both considered 

the seriousness of cheating about alike. 

While the smallest "t" value was between faculty of church

affiliated wlleges and faculty of secular colleges, the largest "t" 

value was between the students at these two types of institutions. The 

students of church-affiliated colleges consider cheating a much more 

serious offense and would inflict more severe punishment tnan students 

at secular institutions. The difference was at the .01 level of confi~ 

dence. A significant difference was also found between the combined 

groups of faculty and students from both types of institutions. 

Academic Setting As An Aspect of Cheating 

The results from a comparison of differences between the mean 

ratings of faculty and students on the academic setting in which cheat

ing occurs is given in Table XIII. 

Group 

Faculty 

Students 

TABLE XIII 

COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS 
OF FACULTY AND STUDENTS ON THE ACADEMIC 

SETTING IN WHICH CHEATING OCCURS 

N 

100 

320 

Mean 

134.08 

125.53 

Standard 
Deviation 

7.87 

19.07 

*Significant at the ,01 level of confidence. 

"tll 

4.37* 



A higher mean on Table XIII indicates faculty is more severe 

than students in condemning student behavior irrespective of the 

teacher's actions as depicted in the situations described in the 

instrument. From the student's standpoint, the findings infer a much 

more tolerant attitude toward other students' behavior. The null 

hypothesis which stated there is no significant difference at the .05 

level of confidence between faculty and student responses to instru-

ments designed to assess the academic setting or situation in which 

cheating behavior occurs was rejected. A significant difference 

between the two groups was found at the .01 level of confidence. 
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Data for freshman and senior attitudes toward the academic setting 

in which cheating occurs are presented in Table XIV. 

Group 

Freshmen 

Seniors 

TABLE XIV 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS 
OF FRESHMEN AND SENIORS ON THE ACADEMIC 

SETTING IN WHICH CHEATING OCCURS 

N 

160 

160 

Mean 

124.66 

126039 

Standard 
Deviation 

20,34 

17073 

"t" 

.81 

The null hypothesis stated there is no significant difference at 

the .05 level of confidence between freshman and senior student respon-

ses to instruments designed to assess the academic setting in which 
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cheating behavior occurs. It was accepted as there was no significant 

difference found. 

Table XV presents the data for attitudes of faculty of church

affiliated colleges and faculty of secular colleges on the academic 

setting in which cheating occurs. 

TABLE XV 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF FACULTY OF 
CHURCH-AFFILIATED AND FACULTY OF SECULAR COLLEGES ON 

THE ACADEMIC SETTING IN WHICH CHEATING OCCURS 

Group 

Faculty of Church
Affil ia ted 

Faculty of Secular 

N 

50 

50 

Mean 

136.58 

131. 58 

*Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

Standard .. 
Deviation 

7.45 

7.55 

lltll 

3.33* 

In Table XV the faculty of church-affiliated institutions perceive 

student behaviors in the academic setting more strictly than does the 

faculty of secular colleges. This is the greatest difference between 

means observed when comparing the attitudes of the faculty of the two 

kinds of institutions. 

The null hypothesis which stated there is no significant differ

ence at the .05 level of confidence between the faculty of church-

affiliated colleges and faculty of secular colleges to instruments 

designed to assess the academic setting or situation in which cheating 



behaviors occur was rejected as a significant difference was found at 

the .01 level of confidence. 

In Table XVI data are presented for attitudes of students of 

church-affiliated and students of secular colleges on the academic 

setting in which cheating occurs. 

TABLE XVI 

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEAN RATINGS OF STUDENTS 
OF CHURCH-AFFILIATED AND STUDENTS OF SECULAR COLLEGES 

ON THE ACADEMIC SETTING IN WHICH CHEATING OCCURS 

Group 

Students of Church
Affiliated 

N Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

lltll 

51 

160 

160 

133.07 

117. 99 

9.89 

22.75 
7.69* 

Students of Secular 

*Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

The largest 11 t 11 value occurred when the mean ratings of students 

of church-affiliated and students of secular colleges were compared. 

Students at secular institutions consider a student 1 s behavior as 

justified in the academic setting much more frequently than do students 

of church-affiliated colleges. The strictness with which students 

perceive another student's behavior may indicate that, irrespective of 

the teacher's behavior, the student is not justified in actions which 

might be considered cheating. By the same token students at secular 

colleges, when they see a teacher acting in a way they might consider 



unfair; feel the student is justified in his reactions to this 

behavior. 
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The null hypothesis stated there is no significant difference at 

the .05 level of confidence between responses of students at church

affiliated colleges and students at secular colleges to instruments 

designed to assess the academic setting in which cheating behavior 

occurs. The null hypothesis was rejected as a significant difference 

was found at the .01 level of confidence. 

Table XVII summarizes the attitudes of all groups on the academic 

setting in which cheating occurs. 

TABLE XVII 

COMPARISONS OF II t 11 TESTS OF DIFFERENT GROUPS ON THE 
ACADEMIC SETTING IN WHICH CHEATING OCCURS 

Group N 

Faculty and Students 420 

Freshmen and Seniors 320 

Faculty of Church-Affiliated 
and Faculty of Secular . 100 

Students of Church-Affiliated 
and Students of Secular 320 

*Significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
**Significant ~t the .01 level of confidence. 

lltll 

4.37** 

.81 

3.33** 

7.69** 



Here the differences are marked between the way different groups 

look at the academic setting in which cheating occurs. Three of the 

four groups studied differed at the ,01 level of confidence. 
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It might ordinarily be expected that the greatest differences in 

attitudes would be between faculty and students since these are the 

basically different groups involved in the academic enterprise. They 

did differ significantly and at the .01 level of confi~ence. But again 

the largest 11 t 11 value was found between students of church-affiliated 

and students of secular colleges. The faculties of the two different 

types of institutions differed also at the ,01 level of confidence. 

Summary 

There are 12 tables which compare the differences between the mean 

ratings of the four groups studied on three aspects of cheating. Three 

tables summarize each of the aspects of cheating studied. The standard 

deviations were reported as an indication of the variability of the 

ratings. The II t 11 test was used to analyze differences between the 

designated means, Significance was always determined at the .05 level 

of confidence, unless it could be classed at the .01 level of confi

dence. When this was possible it was so indicated. 

Attitudes toward behaviors which constitute cheating are recorded 

in Tables III, IV, V, and VI, with the summary of the 11 t 11 scores in 

Table VII. The largest 11 t" value of 7.02 was found between the students 

of church-affiliated colleges and the students of secular colleges. 

A significant difference based on a 11 t 11 value of 3.82 was found between 

the mean rating of faculty and students, and a 11 t 11 value of 2.00, which 

was significant at the .05 level of confidence, was found between the 
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faculty of church-affiliated and the faculty of secular colleges, No 

significant difference was found between freshmen and seniors on this 

phase of cheating when a 11 t 11 value of only .35 resulted. The null 

hypothesis was rejected three times, two at the .01 level of confidence 

and one at the .05 level of confidence, and accepted once. 

The attitudes of all groups studied toward the seriousness of 

cheating are presented in Tables VIII, IX, X and XI, with the summary 

of all 11t 11 values in Table XII. In two of the four groups compared, 

there was a significant difference. A 11 t 11 value of 4.66,.,was found 

between the students of church-affiliated and the students of secular 

colleges. This was significant at the .01 level of confidence. The 

other groups which showed a significant difference was between faculty 

and students. Here the 11 t 11 ratio was 2.25, which was significant at 

the .05 level of confidence. There was no significant difference found 

between the faculties of the two types of institutions nor was any 

difference found between freshmen and seniors. The smallest 11 t" value 

of the entire study was t>etween the faculty of church-affiliated and 

the faculty of secular colleges on this aspect of cheating. A 11 t 11 ratio 

of only .03 was found. 

The third aspect of cheating studied was the attitudes toward the 

academic setting in which cheating occurs. Tables XIII, XIV, XV, and 

XVI present the results of these comparisons. A summary of this aspect 

of cheating is found in Table XVII. The most significant differences 

of the entire study were found when this phase of cheating was studied. 

'When i~'t!itdents of church-.affiHated colleges and students of secular 
c ~~ 

colleges were compared, a large 11 t 11 -value of 7.69 was found. A 11 t 11 

value of 4.37 .was found between faculty and students, and a 11 t 11 value 
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of 3.33 resulted from a comparison of the faculty of church-affiliated 

and the faculty of secular colleges, All three of these were signifi

cant differences at the ,01 level of confidence, The only groups com-

pared which failed to show a significant difference were freshmen and 

seniors, 

Out of a total of four comparisons made on the three aspects of 

cheating, there was no significant difference between four of the 

groups compared. There were two groups compared which showed a signif

cant difference at the ,05 level of confidence, and six of the groups 
) 

studied showed a significant difference at the ,01 level of confidence" 

The null hypothesis was accepted four times and rejected eight times 

at the .05 or better level of confidence. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY~ CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

Most educators have been acutely aware of the problem of cheating 

among students in college. They have felt the need for clarification 

of what constitutes a cheating behavior, a better understanding between 

students and faculty on those practices of students which are acceptable 

and legitimate in the preparation of themes, and the preparation and 

taking of examinations. Faculty members have tended to feel strongly 

about certain practices, but apparently these are not as well under

stood by students as might be hoped. Students on the other hand have 

been deploring practices engaged in by the faculty members which they 

consider unfair. Policies which are formulated by students and faculty 

and then stated and understood by the entire academic community regard-

ing cheating seem to be the order of the day" 

The Purpose of this Study 

The purpose of this study has been to examine student and faculty 

attitudes toward three aspects of cheating behaviors. Where it is 

apparent that there are different prevailing attitudes toward cheating, 

it seems that further objective evidence is needed to clarify those 

differences and, hopefully, initiate efforts to reduce the differences 

and arrive at clearer understandings of acceptable practices. The 
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groups compared for differences were: faculty and students at four 

selected colleges; freshmen and seniors at all involved colleges; the 

faculty of two secular colleges and the faculty of two church-affiliated 

colleges; and the students at church-affiliated colleges compared with 

the students at secular collegeso The distinctive nature of this study 

was to explore in greater depth student behaviors which might be con

sidered cheating, the seriousness with which students and faculty con

sider cheating, and the academic setting in which cheating occurs. 

The Instrument 

Since there were two completely new aspects of cheating to be 

investigated and one aspect which needed elaboration, the author 

devised an opinionnaire which he felt would secure the needed informa

tion regarding attitudes toward cheating. Face validity for the 

instrument was secured by competent educators. The reliability co

efficient was determined by using the Product-Moment Correlation formu

la and computation resulted in a positiver of .84 for students and a 

positiver of .77 for faculty. Fifty different student behavioral 

situations were depicted in Part I of the instrument in an effort to 

determine those situations the respondent felt were cheating. The 

respondents were asked to indicate the punishment they felt appropriate 

if they indicated the student was cheating in the depicted situation. 

This was to determine attitudes toward the seriousness of cheating. 

Finally an effort was made to determine attitudes toward the academic 

setting in which cheating occurs. Twenty-eight academic settings were 

depicted in Part II of the instrument, and the respondents were asked 

whether they felt the student's behavior was justified, not justified, 
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or whether they had no judgment on the matter. 

Statistical Method 

The statistical technique used to compare the significance of the 

difference between the means of the groups on the three aspects of 

cheating was the 11 t 11 test, 

The Sample 

While sampling procedures varied some due to circumstances exist

ing at the different colleges, students were selected at random from 

two secular and two church-affiliated institutions of higher education, 

The only criterion was they be regularly enrolled as either freshmen 

or seniors at these colleges. Student sample was 320 students (80 from 

each institution) with 149 being male students and 171 female students. 

A total of 100 faculty members (25 from each institution) were secured 

at random, and this sample consisted of 89 males and 11 females. 

Findings 

The null hypothesis stated there are no significant differences 

in attitudes at the ,05 level of confidence between faculty and stu

dents; freshmen and seniors; faculty of church-affiliated colleges and 

faculty of secular colleges; students of church-affiliated colleges and 

students of secular colleges on three aspects of cheating, The three 

aspects investigated were: behaviors which constitute cheating; the 

seriousness of ch~ating behaviors; and the academic setting in which 

cheating occurs, When the statistical analysis was completed, eight 

of the null hypotheses were rejected and four were accepted at the 
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.05 level of confidence, 

Students and faculty do differ significantly on al 1 three aspects 

of cheating, (1) Behaviors which constitute cheati!lg_. The faculty had 

a mean score of 186.23 on this item as compared with the student mean 

score of 174,44. This resulted in a 11 t 11 value of 3.82, which is 

significant at the , 01 l eve 1 of confidence, ( 2) The seriousness of 

cheating behaviors, The faculty mean score was 107, 47, whereas the 

student mean score was 102,49" A 11 t 11 value of 2.25 resulted, which was 

significant at the .05 level of confidence. (3) The academic setting 

or situation l!l which cheating behavior occurs. The faculty had a mean 

rating of 134.08 and the students a mean score of 125.53. This resulted 

in a 11 t 11 value of 4,37; which was significant at the .01 level of con

fidence, Of the four groups studied, the differences between faculty 

and students were significant on all three aspects of cheating. It 

might be expected that faculty would view student behaviors with greater 

strictness than do students, and this was confirmed. 

Despite some findings by other educators which seemed to indicate 

seniors are more lenient than freshmen in their attitudes toward cheat

ing, this study revealed there were no significant differences between 

these groups on any of the three phases of cheating studied. 

(1) Behaviors which constitute cheating. The freshman mean score was 

173.88 and the senior mean score was 175.01. This resulted in a 11 t 11 

value of .35, which w~s not significant, (2) The seriousness of 

cheating behaviors. The freshman mean rating was 101,45 and the senior 

mean score was 103.53. A 11 t" value of .94 resulted, which was not 

significant. (3) The academic setting or situation ill which cheating 

behavior occurs. The freshman mean score was 124,66 and the senior 
is. 
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mean was 126.39, which resulted in a 11 t 11 value of .81, which was not 

significant. Of all groups compared, the freshmen and seniors were the 

only ones which failed to result in a significant difference. 

The faculty members of church-affiliated colleges differ signifi

cantly with the faculty members of secular colleges on two of the three 

aspects of cheating studied. (1) Behaviors which constitute cheating, 

The faculty of church-affiliated colleges had a mean score on this item 

of 190.10, whereas the faculty of secular colleges had a mean score of 

182.36, This resulted in a 11 t 11 value of 2.00, which was significant at 

the ,05 level of confidence. (2) The seriousness of cheating behaviors. 

The faculty of church-affiliated colleges had a mean score of 107.52, 

and the faculty of secular colleges had a mean score of 107.42. This 

resulted in a 11 t 11 value of .03, which was the smallest difference of 

the entire study, (3) The academic setting or situation j.D_ which cheat

..:!!!9.. behavior occurs. The mean score of the faculty of church-affiliated 

colleges was 136,58, and the mean of the faculty of secular colleges 

was 13L58. A 11 t 11 value of 3.33 resulted, which was significant at the 

,01 level of confidence, As can be seen, there was no significant 

difference between these groups on attitudes toward the seriousness of 

cheating behaviors, On the other two aspects of cheating studied, the 

faculty of church-affiliated colleges were significantly stricter than 

their counterparts in secular institutions. 

The most significant differences were found when the students of 

church-affiliated colleges and the students of secular institutions 

were compared. (1) Behaviors which constitute cheating, The students 

of church-affiliated colleges had a mean rating of 184.99, whereas the 

students of secular colleges had a mean score of 163,89, A 11 t 11 value 

.. 
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of 7.02 resulted, which was significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

(2) The seriousness .2f. cheating behaviors. The students of church

affiliated colleges had a mean score of 107.46, whereas the students of 

secular colleges had a mean score of 97.52. This resulted in a 11 t 11 

value of 4.66, which was also significant at the .01 level of confi

dence. (3) The academic setting or situation~ which cheating behav

iors occur. The students of church-affiliated colleges had a mean 

score of 133.07 and the students of secular colleges had a mean rating 

of 117.99. A 11 t 11 value of 7.69 resulted, which was significant at the 

.01 level of confidence. The largest 11 t 11 value of the entire study 

resulted from a comparison of students of church-affiliated colleges 

and students of secular colleges on the academic setting in which 

cheating occurs. On all three aspects of cheating, the students of. 

secular colleges were more lenient in their attitudes toward cheating 

than students of church-affiliated institutions. 

Since a basic concern of this study was to determine attitudes of 

faculty and students regarding what actually constitutes a cheating 

behavior, the seriousness with which each looked at cheating, and how 

each interprets the academic setting in which cheating occurs, a sum

mary of the results on these three phases of cheating appears appro

priate. The first aspect of cheating studied was (1) Behaviors which 

constitute cheating. Three of the four groups were significantly 

different in their interpretation of acts which constitute a cheating 

behavior. The greatest difference here was between students of church

affiliated colleges and students of secular colleges. A 11 t 11 value of 

7.02 resulted from the statistical analysis. The faculty of church

affiliated colleges and the faculty of secular colleges also differed 



significantly. A 11 t 11 value of 2,00 resulted here. Faculty and 

students were also significantly different. A 11 t 11 value of 3.82 

resulted from this comparison of means. All these differences were 

significant at the .05 or better level of confidence. The only group 

which did not show a significant difference was when freshmen and 

seniors were compared. (2) The seriousness of cheating__ behaviors. 
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There was no significant difference between two of the groups studied, 

viz., freshmen and seniors, and the faculty of church-affiliated 

colleges and the faculty of secular colleges. A significant difference, 

however, was found between faculty and students, where a II t 11 va 1 ue of 

2.25 resulted from the analysis and between the students of church

affiliated colleges and students of secular colleges, where a 11 t" value 

of 4.66 resulted. The least difference between al'l groups studied 

occurred on this aspect of cheating. (3) The academic setting~ which 

cheating occurs. A greater difference on attitudes toward cheating was 

found on this aspect of cheating than any other. Three of the four 

groups studied were significantly different at the .01 level of confi

dence. When students and faculty were compared, a 11 t 11 of 4.37 resulted. 

The faculty of church-affiliated col1eges and the faculty of secular 

colleges had a 11 t 11 value of 3.33. Students of church-affiliated 

colleges and students of secular colleges had a 11 t 11 value of 7.69. The 

only groups where no significant difference resulted were freshmen and 

seniors. 

There is apparently a more significant difference between the 

groups compared on attitudes toward the academic setting in which 

cheating occurs than any other. Also, the groups differed most signif

icantly on behaviors which constitute cheating, and the least difference 
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resulted from comparisons of groups on the seriousness of cheating. 

Implications 

When analyzing the data, the findings, and limitations of this 

study, several implications emerge. These findings should contribute 

to a better understanding of the nature of cheating and initiation of 

policies and practices which will reduce this questionable practice on 

college campuses. 

The disparity between faculty and students on what constitutes a 

cheating situation, the punishment or seriousness of cheating, and the 

academic setting in which cheating occurs suggests the need for better 

understanding on all these aspects of cheating. Apparently students 

and faculty perceive cheating differently. It appears that a clearly 

defined policy at each institution, formulated by students and faculty, 

and published for the guidance of the entire academic community would 

do much to reduce cheating. Students often mention the need of knowing 

what is acceptable and unacceptable behavior on a certain college cam

pus. Each institution of higher education has its goals and purposes. 

If the development of academic integrity and responsibility of citizen

ship in a democratic society is found in these goals, efforts should be 

initiated so an institution could move forward in achieving its goals. 

A distinctive approach of this research deals with the academic 

setting in which cheating occurs. Several articles have been written 

calling attention to faculty practices in connection with the giving of 

examinations which contribute to cheating. The significant differences 

noted in this study between all groups, with the exception of freshmen 

and seniors, suggest some wide variations in the way students and 
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faculty perceive a faculty member's actions in the classroom. Faculty 

members of the two different types of institutions differ on how they 

look at their own behaviors in the classroom. Students have become in 

recent years more perceptive of actions of their professors which they 

consider unfair and also more vocal in expressing their disapproval, as 

evidenced by the comments students make to faculty and researchers. 

While the instrument is of such a nature that those with strong moral 

convi.ctions might be inclined to state that a student is not justified 

in what might be considered deviant behavior irrespective of the 

actions of the professor, others feel they are perfectly justified in 

reacting to a situation which they consider unfair. Since faculty mem~ 

bers themselves show considerable difference on this aspect of cheatinb 

and many faculty members wrote notations on their instruments indicat

ing they did not approve of the faculty behavior depicted on the instru

ment, some discussions among faculty and students on these controversial 

practices should prove profitable. 

It was apparent to the author when asking students at a church

affiliated college to assist him in compiling cheating situations they 

had heard of, or practiced themselves, that a considerable amount of 

cheating is engaged in on the campuses of such institutions. While 

this study shows students at church-affiliated colleges and faculty of 

church-affiliated colleges perceive cheating more strictly, a limita

tion of this study mentioned earlier is that one cannot relate atti

tudes with actual practice with any degree of certainty. The faculty 

members of the two different types of institutions do show some confu

sion exists between them on what actually constitutes a cheating situa

tion. 
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Since the study shows no difference existing between freshman 

and senior students, one can only infer that attitudes remain much the 

same regarding cheating at all grade levels (whether in a church

affiliated college or a secular institution). This confirms Philip 

Jacob's long-standing assertion that little change in attitude or 

character development actually takes place during the student's college 

career. One can only feel encouraged by Newcomb 1 s study at Bennington 

College, in which radical changes in attitudes took place in students• 

political views, and initiate measures which might change the direction 

of student attitudes toward cheating. 

While the investigation reveals groups tend to perceive the 

seriousness of cheating similarly, there were still some wide individual 

variations in punishment. There was a significant difference between 

faculty and students on this aspect, and this further indicates a need 

for more clearly understood and accepted policies on punishment to be 

administered to those caught cheating. 

Further Research 

Several aspects of cheating which were not investigated in this 

research, but which have become apparent from the study, are: 

1. A study which examines faculty and student responses on an 

individual item of this instrument such as those dealing with 

consulting old examinations, grading on the curve, etc. 

2. A new instrument which would investigate faculty and student 

attitudes toward the practices of the classroom, without the 

limitation of student morality, should prove beneficial. A 

direct approach on all practices which have produced confusion 
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in the academic setting would produce some interesting results. 

3. Some further study is needed in investigating actual practices 

in connection with cheating rather than studies dealing only 

wi th a tti tudes . 

It is hoped that further studies will be made in these and other 

areas and more attention given to this very fundamental issue which 

faces the entire academic community. Discussions are needed which deal 

objectively and realistically with a situation which to a large extent 

has been so charged with emotion that it has been eliminated from 

faculty and student discussions. 
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APPENDIX A 

STUDENT DESCRIPTIONS OF POSSIBLE CHEATING SITUATIONS, PUNISHMENTS 
FOR CHEATING AND UNFAIR ACADEMIC SETTINGS 

I. POSSIBLE CHEATING SITUATIONS 

1. 11 Looking on classmate's paper. 11 

2. 11 Notes on sleeve of blouse, inside sole of shoe, on palm of 
hand, on a large eraser. 11 

3. 11 Leaving during test for restroom where notes are hidden. 11 

4. 11 A 1 ong thin ro 11 of paper with notes written on it; the paper 
is put inside a wristwatch case and fixed to the stem so when 
it is turned the paper ro 11 s. 11 

5. 11 There is special invisible ink you can buy and use to write 
notes with. Then, you can buy a specially-made type of sun
glasses which enables you to see the notes. 11 

6. 11 Here is a most ingenious method of cheating on an essay type 
examination: A college student studied for an essay test 
which had two questions.· The first question he answered with 
facts and supporting material. The second question he knew 
nothing about. He turned in the first answer, went back to 
his dormitory room, and wrote out a lucid discussion on the 
second question with the use of the book. After he completed 
this, he wrinkled the paper, stepped on it, leaving a foot
print. His roommate, who had the same class later in the day 
took the paper and gave it to the teacher, telling him that he 
had found it on the floor in the back of the room. The first 
boy made the only A in the class. 11 

7. 11 Using mas terp 1 ots for a book report instead of reading the 
book. 11 

8. 11 Copying someone else's term paper. 11 

9, "Using some else's term paper or old themes. 11 

10. 11 Plagiarism. 11 

11. 11 Studying old tests. 11 

12. "Stealing copy of test. 11 

13. 11 Writing in answers after test is returned and saying grader 
made mis take. 11 

14. 11 Signal to friend and vice versa answers especially on true 
and false exams. 11 
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15. JITurning research paper in year after year in different 
classes.JI 

16. JITurni ng same paper in two different cl asses. 11 

17. JIHaving answers inside belt, watch, shoes. 11 

18. "Getting answers from someone who has already taken test. 11 

19. 11 Talking during test, giving answers." 

20. "Cheating while grading your own paper. 11 

21. Jllooking up information during a break in the test period.JI 

22. JIUsing another's notes for outside reading assignment.JI 

23. "When you do not footnote everything that's not original on 
a term paper." 

24. JIBring work (like art work) for art projects another did and 
saying its your work. 11 
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25. "Discussing with a teacher answers you know real well that may 
be on a test. 11 

26. "People wearing sunglasses and looking on another's paper from 
behind sunglasses." 

27, 11 Payi ng for someone e 1 se to write paper. 11 

28. "Making 'canned' speech." 

29. JISome kids on the English Proficiency test will write themes 
before they take the test and have them checked for errors then 
go in and write or copy that paper they wrote in their rooms." 

30. "Taking a late test and getting information from those who 
took it before." 

31. "Copying from the book on daily assignments when the answers 
are given in the back of the book. 11 

32. "To write on the desk the answers in code form that they have 
a 1 ready taken but you wi 11 have 1 ater. 11 

33. "To send off for a term paper that was a 1 ready done. JI 

34. JIWriting notes on the inside of one's contact lens.JI 

35. JIWriting possible answers and definitions on one's arm.JI 

36. "Getting out notes when teacher leaves the room. JI 

37. 11 Wri ting in one I s b 1 ue book before the test begins. JI 
38. JIStealing or copying a copy of the test before it is taken.JI 

39. "Looking up answers in the book during a test.JI 

40. JIWhen an open-book test is to be given--making notes of things 
you think he wil 1 ask. 11 

41. JIFaking illness in middle of test to go look at notes.JI 

42. JIWhen told not to check homework with others but do anyway.JI 



43. "If a time i'imit called, keep on working pretending not to 
hear time called." 

44. "Sneak out answer book and fill in answers to homework." 

45. · "If a 11 owed to check papers, fi 11 i ng in b 1 ank answers or 
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changing wrong answers then tel 1 i ng teacher he graded wrong. 11 

46. "Turning over paper before instructor said to." 

47. "Have textbook open during cl ass. 11 

48. "Steal a 1 key 1 from the professor." 

49. "Make up footnote references. 11 

50. "Have someone else take a test when the class is large 
enough." 

51. "Using pretense of ta 1 king to the teacher to get answers from 
his notes." 

52. "Feigning illness to avoid a test." 

53. "Having another make a garment for which you get credit in 
Home Economics." 

54. "Writing book critiques taken from someone else." 

55. "Asking questions of a teacher during exam." 

56. "Having a student grader or a student majoring in the field 
grade the paper before it is turned in. 11 

57. "Formulas on back of sliderule." 

II. SUGGESTED PUNISHMENTS FOR CHEATING 

1. "I do realize this cannot go unheeded, but a serious talk to 
a person and a warning should have some effect." 

2. "I believe a second chance is important." 

3. "I believe that the first time a student's caught cheating 
his paper should be taken up and no grade given. The second 
time he should be given a zero for the test and if cau·ght 
again an 11 F11 for the course." 

4. "Nothing should be done to the student who cheats--he I s 
just cheating himself. It should, naturally, be discouraged 
by virtue of its moral wrongness." 

5. "If the term cheating is clearly defined for that class, 
disciplinary measures could be rather harsh. However, if the 
term is not clearly defined, disciplinary action could be 
deemed unj us t.11 

6. "An instructor should simply call the student in after class 
the first time and warn him, and give him an 11 F11

• If cheat
ing happens again, drop him from the course with an "F". 

7. "This is the same as stealing and should so be dealt with. 
When cheating is quite clear and there is no doubt that it 



has occurred I believe the student should be forced to drop 
the course and if caught again dropped from school . 11 
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8. "Cheating hurts the individual because he loses self respect. 
For some of us this is good enough reason not to cheat. 11 

9. "Cheating should be considered a very serious problem when it 
is prevalent, because students who cheat in school will be 
incompetent in their field when they graduate." 

10. "Teacher should handle the situation." 

11. 11 At least one, but no more than two warnings to a person. 11 

12. 11 A failing grade given, or test should be taken over (a 
different test). 11 

13. 11 If student given a failing grade and it happens the second 
time in the course, and if the nature is of serious enough 
consequences, should be dismissed from college." 

14. "Teacher should warn the student in private--one time. Next 
time occurs student's paper should be taken up and a zero 
given. If it reoccurs then the Dean should be told and con
ference should be arranged. No student should be allowed to 
cheat and s tay i n cl ass . 11 

15. 11 Consider the person cheating. Does he have a long record of 
trouble-making, bad attitudes, uncooperativeness, cheating, 
etc. Has he always been a serious hard working, honest stu
dent. Discuss it with him in the light of this. 11 

16. 11 If found cheating in a number of classes, discuss with the 
Dean or such--should possibly not be allowed to continue in 
school. Depends on student's attitude." 

17. 11 If a student hasn't the ability, make the work on his level, 
group him or give him extra time . 11 

18. "Cheating on a test. seems more serious than a term paper. 11 

19. 11 I don't feel that a student should be expelled for cheating 
unless he is consistent." 

20. 11 First offense--The student should be given a zero for the 
test. Second offense--the student should be dropped from the 
course, Thi rd offense--di smi ssed from school. 11 

21. 11 Have him appear before Student Council and let them decide 
what should be done. 11 

III. ACADEMIC SETTING - WHAT STUDENTS CONSIDER UNFAIR PRACTICES IN THE 
CLASSROOMS 

1. 11 Curving the grades, 11 

2. 11 Normal distribution curve when the class is above normal. 11 

3. "Questions which have no bearing upon the material covered 
( on tests) . 11 
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4. "Picking at minute details for questions on a test. 11 

5. "Multiple choice questions which have little difference in 
responses, except for wording or language. 11 

6. 11 Teaching above the student 1 s level . 11 

7. 11 Demanding too much of the student for one class. 11 

8. 11 Giving a 1 8 1 as the highest grade, unless extra work is 
completed. 11 
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9. 11 Not stressing the main points in class which will be covered 
on tests. 11 

10. 11 Not writing outside material on the board or repeating slow
ly for students to take notes, and then asking questions on 
that material. 11 

11. 11 A teacher being out of the room usually shows me that this 
teacher is placing his trust in me and therefore I would do 
what is expected of me. 11 

12. "Crowded conditions do affect cheating to a certain extent 
because of the availability of answer getting. 11 

13. 11 Also the student 1 s attitude toward the course affects in my 
opinion the desire to cheat. If he or she doesn 1 t think the 
course is important they don 1 t care how they get through. 11 

14. 11 If the student is worried only about his grade--cheating is 
more prevalent. Teacher should stress the importance of 
knowledge. 11 

15. 11 Its, of course, easiest to cheat, if you 1 re going to, when 
a teacher is not present during a test. 11 

16. 11 When a teacher is too hard. 11 

17. 11 When a teacher asks unfair questions, like questions that 
could go either way; but are keyed to teachers opinion. 11 

18. 11 A relaxed and informal class is less likely to have cheating 
because the student doesn 1 t feel that this test is the end 
and his mind is relaxed and the answers come to him freely. 
In this classroom if the teacher leaves the room the students 
aren 1 t likely to cheat, but in the strict classroom cheating 
will occur. 11 

19. 11 When teachers give pop tests. 11 

20. 11 Self grading of exams. 11 

21. 11 A teacher who does not penalize students caught cheating will 
encourage cheating. 11 

22. "Allowing students to bring anything into the classroom 
besides pen and paper encourages cheating. 11 

23. 11 Not fair for students to be given a grade because of persona 1 
liking for them by a teacher. 11 

24. 111 can 1 tests--! think these are cheating the student. 11 
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25. "I think its cheating the student when a teacl1er has someone 
else give his tests and he is not there to clarify his ques
tions. 11 

26. 11 Classroom where there is an obvious attitude of 'not caring' 
by the teacher. If the teacher doesn't care if the students 
cheat, then a few are bound to do so. This leads the rest 
of the class to cheat in order to maintain their grade aver
age. 11 

27. 11 A teacher who gives the same test year after year is asking 
for cheating. 11 

28. 11 Too much material covered in detail on a test is very con
ducive to cheating. 11 

29. 11 When a teacher assigns a term paper, he should read them. 
The student's time is also valuable. If the teacher hasn't 
got time to read them, he shouldn't assign them. 11 

30. "Another pupil grading a fellow pupil's test." 

31. 11 When the teacher grades much too strictly. 11 



APPENDIX B 

A SURVEY .OF A T.TITUDES TOW ARD CHEA TING 
PART I 

Instructions 

You ar.e asked to respond to each of the following situations according to 
how you personally feel about the student's behavior. Base your response only 
on the moral issue involved. Please rate the behavior on the scale from 1 to 
5 depending on how you feel about the behavior. If you feel the student is en-. 
tirely justified in behaving this way, place a check (V') under l following the 
behavior described. If you feel the student is definitely not justified in be
having this way, place a check (>') under 5. Be sure to put a check after each 

statement. 
After you have rated the behavior, please respond to whether you feel 

the student should be punished. lf the student should be punished, please 
indicate the type of punishment which you feel is fair. 

L On a two part essay test, Torri did well on the first· part, On the .se.cond 
part, he knew nothing about the subject so he went to bis room to pre
pare that part. After completing it, he made it look dirty by crwnp
lin it and walking on it. Then he asked Stanley, his roommate;to take 
it to the instructor saying he found it in the hall. 

2. John secured some invisible ink, and made some notes on.a piece of 
paper. Securing proper sunglasses to be used. in reading notes made 
with this ink, John consulted his notes during-a.test.· 

3. Faced with nee(ling to prepare an assignment, Frank .asks Willia= to 
go to the libraTy, and do the work for him. . The paper is turned in as 

William has ,prepared it. . 

4. Knowing that Phil .has taken the course, John approached him to talk 
about the kind of tests :this partcular_ inst.ructor gives. 

How Do You Feel About 
The Student's Behavior 
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A SURVEY OF ATTITUDES TOWARD CHEATING 
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5. Charles secures the assistance of a tutor to help him in a particular 
course, and with the tests which are anticipated in that course. 

6. Missing a .test because of illness, Beverly asks her friend what sub
jects were covered on the test. 

7. Lucille, knowing that Jane has taken this course, asks her for. any 
previous tests which have been given that she might study them. 

8. Having the time limit called on a test, Julie continues and is able to 
answer three more questions. 

9. While preparing a term paper, Jim quoted large amounts of material 
from a competent source, but did not give the original author credit 
for it; 

O. Randy arranged with his friend to cough once for a true answer and 
twice for a false answer. They carried out their plan in a history 
test. 

1. Having been ·assigned a research paper, and not having time to do it, 
Joel copied o~e that Francis had used a year before . 

.. 

2. While grading her own paper, Jewell corrected her paper, .and gave 
herself credit for· answers .corrected. 

How DoYouFeelAbout 
The Student's Behavior 
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3. Knowing the stencils used in preparing a test would be thrown in the 
waste basket, James retrieved them out of the basket that evening and 
used them in studying for the test. 

4. Susan heard that a certain test would be used which·the instructor had 
previously used. She memorized the answers. 

5. In an attempt to get the teacher to tell more of what he wants on a cer
tain question, Jennifer asks the teacher confidentially a question which 
might assist her. 

6. Judy was asked by John to help him during a test. Judy agreed, and 
passed notes to John during.the examination. 

7. Gladys had several math formulas written out in the back of her:book 
so that when she referred to the square root tables, which was ex
pected intaking the test, she also referred to the formulas. 

8. Being required to take a test in a blue book, Thelma turned in an empty 
book, went to the library and prepare.d a new blue book, and persuaded 
the janitor to allow her to change bo.oks .in the instructor's office. 

9. Accidentally Jean's eyes Jall on Roberta's test paper •. She.uses the 
info.rmation gained to answer a question. 

zo. Frank studied all of the old ttsts he could.locate to pass an· exam in 
biology. \ 
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21. During the test, Elizabeth feigned illness so she could go to the rest-

room, and consult her notes. 

22. As she was on her.way to the instructor, who was in the fron:t of the 

room, Janice looked on her friend's paper on the way. i 

23. Prior to an open-book test, George writes some items in the back of his 

book which he feels the teacher might ask. 

24. Not being sure of the instructor's meaning on a certain test question, 

Joe asks Jim, who is seated next to him, what the instructor meant by 

his question. 

25. Realizing that she has a good rapport with a certain teacher, Elizabeth 

inquires about possible test questions,- and the best answers_. 

26. Some materials have been presented in class which Bill did not under-

stand. ·He makes an appointment to disucss these with his instructor. 

27. Knowing that the instructor would use a standardized test which she 

heard.ab_out, Gladys memorized the answers. 

28 .. The English instructor assigned a certain play to be read in its entirety 

and' summarized . Patsy went to the Master Plots and used the·sununary 

. there. 

. 



29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 
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While preparing his term paper, Milton copied several paragraphs. 
from a term paper which Don had written a year earlier. 

During a break in the test period, Joe looked up the desired infor-
mation in his notebook. 

The night prior to a test, Bill, Mike and Jim get together to talk 
about the test and the questions that might be asked. 

While the instructor was out of the room for a few minutes, Julie and 
Susie discussed some of the test questions. 

After preparing a term paper, Jim turned it in for several different 
courses over a period of years. 

Because of the pressure of time, Jim does not prepare his homework 
himseli. Instead he copies from his roommate, Joe,and turns in 
the pap<?r. 

As J.erry was writing his term paper it bacame evident that he was 
quoting too. much material directly from the book. He decided not to 
.footnote all.of the materials quoted from the book. 

Feeling thatit might help her grade, Susan makes sure she tells her 
·instructor. after the test how much she has enjoyed the course. 

-.. 
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37. After receiving his test back, Randy corrected· some answers and stated 
the grader had made a mistake. 

38. Jim has prepared and turned in a term paper for a previous course he 
has taken. Now· faced with a similar assignment in another course, 
he retypes th.e front cover, and turns in the same paper. 

39. On a take-home test, where the instructor asks that each student do the 
test without outside help, Judy and Melinda assist each other in ar-
riving at the.best answers. · 

40. Thinking that the instructor might ·ask for five major points on a 
psychology test,· Lucy writes them down imm~diat.ely after she arrives 
in class before she forgets them. 

41. Gail knew that her friend Leslie was taking a test in Biology in the 
morning. Immediately after the class Gail questioned her friepd about 
the test and prepared for a similar class which met in the afternoon. 

42. Wesley received advance information about the content of the test from 
a friend a·nd made preparation accordingly. 

43. James talks with his instructor after class to ask for some additional. 
information about ·the test which has been announced. 
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44. Having been assigned an outside art project, Sue had Bertha do the 
project for her. 

45. Joe and Tom were writing on the same theme for a term paper. 
Although he didn't actually consult all the.books Tom used, Joe 
included them in his Bibliography also. 

46. Joe wanted his friend to make a good grade, so when grading his 
paper, he deliberately marked as correct some false answers .. 

47.. While .the teacher is out of the room, Bill asks Ralph what he 
thinks the instructor wants in the way of an answer to a particular 
question. 

48. While taking a test, J'ames look on his· friend's paper to secure 
the answers. 

49. Joan writes on her arin some possible answers to different 
questions exp~cted on a t1;0st. 

so. Since, the etas s was unusually large, Jake had a friend take a test 
for biin. '' · ·· - ____ ;,_,-~ ;·, 
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Instructions 

You are asked to respond to each of the following situations according to how 
you personally feel about the student's behavior. Base your response only on the 
moral issue involved. Please rate the behavior on a scale from l to 5 depending 
on how you feel about the behavior. 1f you feel the student is entirely justified in 
behaving this way, place a check (v) under l following the behavior described. If 
you feel the student is definitely not justified in behaving this way, ·place a check 
(v) under 5. Be sure to put a check after each statement. 

1. Realizing that the instructor would make the test so difficult that few could pass it, Joe 
thought it justified that he conceal notes in his pocket to be used during the test. 

2. When the instructor left the room, June felt it all right to cheat. 

3.. Knowing how easy it is to cheat when chairs are close together, June felt it was 
perfectly satisfactory for her to look on her neighbor's paper. 

4. Since the English teacher has given the sa:rr.e test year after year, John felt there was 
no wrong in securing old tests, and using them in his preparation for present tests. 

5. Several students perceive that the instructor is aware that cheating is being practiced in 
his classes, but does nothing about it. Susan aware of this decided to take some notes to 
class which would help her during the test. 

6. Feeling that the instructor is only interested in grades, Jane felt she was right in talking 
over the answers on a test with a student near her. 

7. Very often the chemistry teacher gives pop quizzes. Delores felt these were unfair, so 
she looked in the notebook ·at her feet to answer questions on the test. 

8. .The instructor has impressed his students with the importance of tests. He leaves the 
impression that the only important.thing is the grade. She feels that he is not interested 
in .them really _.mowing the material, but only in getting a good grade. With this feeling, 
.Elizabeth believ~s it is satisfactory to copy from her neighbor. 

How Do You Feel About 
The Student's Behavior 
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9. A math instructor. is very friendly and congenial in his classes. When he leaves the room, 
Jane feels this is a license for her to cheat. 

0. Since the lectures were dull, Maggie felt it was all right to .cheat. 

1. Mr. Johns, the history professor, ·indicates to his class that he is not really interested in 
this course, but it was assigned to him because an instructor was needed. Having been 
told this, Jan felt it was all right if she cheated on a test. 

2. Realizing that the instructor will grade on the curve, and the·~efore competition will be 
great, Jesse cheats on the final examination. 

3. Being in a large class, and feeling there will be less likelihood of being caught, Joe cheats 
on a test. 

14. Faced wHh a.True-False Tes.t and realizing it will be easy to look on.his neighbor's paper, 
Don cheats. 

5. Feeling .the cours.e he .was taking was not too important, Ricky Jelt justified in getting 
help on a· test. 

6. Since m:ost oJ the students felt the instructor was lenient on cheating, and would probably 
d,o nothing about it, Susie decided to copy from her neighbor. 

-~ '. --~---~ . -: - ;":_ .. 

7. Witl(the ·as.~ignment of several outside. papers in Professor Adams' class, Bill felt it 
wa·s alLrfght;for him:to copy his roommate's term paper, and turn it in for his own . 

... :;;;-.- .. - . . ·-: ~:-__ -. . 
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18. John saw others cheating and knowing this would raise the average, felthewasjustified in 
cheating. 

19. While Shirley would not cheat on an examination, she felt it was all right to copy outside 
work. 

io. Feeling the instructor was unreasonable, Susie felt cheating in his class was justified. 

21. Sensing the only way to pass the course was to cheat, Frank brought notes to class. 

22. Because Professor Milton was suspicio~ and distrusting of students in his class, Jill 
felt justified in cheating. 

23. Knowing that Professor Sparks would assign a limited numbe~ of good grades, Joel cheated 
during a test. 

24. Having been assigned large amounts of outside work, and hearing that the instructor 
would never grade it, Frank copies the work from another student. 

2 5. Since the i~structor had determined in advance the percentage of students who would get 
good grades no matter how hard others worked, Joe felt justified in cheating. 

26. Being unaware. of any punishment the instructor would give to a student caught cheating, 
Sylvia decided to cheat on a test. 

27. With several others in the class cheating, Steve decided it was all right to copy from his 
friend's paper. 

28. Because he was convinced Dr. Hughes would be unfair in grading his test, Joe felt 
justified in cheating. 
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APPENDIX C 

LETTER TO ABILENE CHRISTIAN COLLEGE FACULTY 

June 18; 1969 

I was on the campus of Abilene Christian College last week adminis
tering "A Survey of Attitudes Toward Cheating 11 to faculty and students 
but find that I am needing a few more faculty members to complete the 
survey. I wi 11 greatly appreciate it if you can take about 15 or 20 
minutes of your time and complete the survey. It can be returned to me 
in the self-addressed, stamped envelope whi.ch is enclosed, For identi
fication purposes, will you please place your name in the upper right 
hand corner. 

So that you might know the design of the survey, it is to deter
mine whether there are significant differences in attitudes toward 
cheating between faculty and college students. The three areas it 
explores are: what is a cheating situation, how seriously do you con
sider cheating, and the academic setting in which cheating occurs. I 
am hopeful the study, which is being done in connection with a doctoral 
thesis, will contribute something to our understanding of this matter 
and enable us as educators to deal more realistically with this moral 
issue. 

I am hopeful the data can be completed on Abilene Christian 
College within seven days. 

Thank you so much for your cooperation. 

Very sincerely yours, 

W. E. Kirk 
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APPENDIX D 

LETTER TO EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY 

June 13, 1969 

I have talked with Dr. Robert E. Collier, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, and have secured his permission to approach you about 
completing a 11 Survey of Attitudes Toward Cheating. 11 While granting 
permission for me to contact you, .Dr. Collier said you should feel 
under no obligation to complete the survey, but your cooperation will 
be most appreciated by me. 

So that you might know the design of the survey, it is to deter
mine whether there are significant differences in attitudes toward 
cheating between faculty and college students. The three areas it 
explores are: what is a cheating situation, how seriously do you con
sider cheating, and the academic setting in which cheating occurs. I 
am hopeful the study, which is being done in connection with a doctoral 
thesis, will contribute something to our understanding of this matter 
and enable us as educators to deal more realistically with this moral 
issue. 

The survey will be administered to faculty and students at four 
selected colleges, of which E.T. S. U. is one. I will be administer
ing the survey to 40 freshman and 40 senior students, and will be seek
ing 25 faculty members to complete the survey. Therefore, it will be 
greatly appreciated if you, as one of the 25 faculty members contacted, 
will complete the survey. It will only take about 15 to 20 minutes of 
your time, and may be returned in the self-addressed, stamped envelope, 
which is enclosed. I will be happy to make the results available to 
you if you are interested. For identification purposes, will you 
please place your initials in the upper right hand corner. 

Again, thanks for your cooperation. 

Very sincerely yours, 

W. E. Kirk 
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APPENDIX E 

LETTER TO NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY FACULTY 

June 12, 1969 

I have talked with Dr. J. J. Spurlock, Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, and have secured his permission to approach you about com
pleting a "Survey of Attitudes Toward Cheating. 11 While granting per
mission for me to contact you, Dr. Spurlock said you should feel under 
no obligation to complete the survey, but your cooperation will be most 
appreciated by me. 

So that you might know the design of the survey, it is to deter
mine whether there are significant differences in attitudes toward 
cheating between faculty and college students. The three areas it 
explores are: what is a cheating situation, how seriously do you con
sider cheating, and the academic setting in which cheating occurs. I 
am hopeful the study, which is being done in connection with a doctoral 
thesis, will contribute something to our understanding of this matter 
and enable us as educators to deal more realistically with this moral 
issue, 

The survey will be administered to faculty and students at four 
selected colleges, of which N. T. S. U. is one. I will be administer
ing th~ survey to 40 freshman and 40 senior students, and will be seek
ing 25 faculty members to complete the survey. Therefore, it will be 
greatly appreciated if you, as one of the 25 faculty members contacted, 
will complete the survey. It will only take about 15 to 20 minutes of 
your time, and may be returned in the self-addressed, stamped envelope, 
which is enclosed. I will be happy to make the results available to 
you if you are interested. For identification purposes will you please 
place your initials in the upper right hand corner. 

Again, thanks for your cooperation. 

Very sincerely yours, 

W. E. Kirk 
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APPENDIX F 

LETTER TO FRESHMEN AND SENIORS AT 

OKLAHOMA CHRISTIAN COLLEGE 

June 17, 1969 

I was on the campus of Oklahoma Christian College on June 13 
administering "A Survey of Attitudes Toward Cheating" to faculty mem
bers and senior and freshman students. I will, therefore, greatly 
appreciate it if you will complete the enclosed survey which should 
only take about 20 minutes and return it to me in the self-addressed, 
stamped envelope within seven days. 

You should first of all read the instructions carefully. It will 
be appreciated if you will put your name in the upper right hand corner 
of the survey for identification purposes only. I will be the only one 
who sees the survey and they will be fed into a computer to get the 
overa 11 results. 

I am making a study of faculty and student attitudes toward cheat
ing at four selected colleges, Abilene Christian, Oklahoma Christian, 
East Texas State and North Texas State Universities. I want to see if 
there are significant differences in the way that faculty and students 
at Christian colleges may differ from faculty and students at secular 
colleges regarding their attitudes toward cheating. I also want to see 
if there are overall differences between faculty and students regarding 
cheating. 

Thank you so much for your cooperation. 

Very sincerely yours, 

W. E. Kirk 
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